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Today, there is broad agreement that fossil fuels, due to their limited availability and damaging effects for
the climate, will need to be phased out within the coming decades. One proposed alternative is the idea of
a bioeconomy, in which raw materials and energy are gained from renewable sources of plant and animal
origin.
But this implies more than just a shift to renewable resources. In fact, the whole way modern economies are
organized will have to change: Fossil-fueled economies rely on a constantly accelerating linear throughput of
materials, from extraction through production and distribution to consumption and waste disposal. In contrast, bio-based economies draw on materials and energy sources that regenerate cyclically. Their production
cannot be increased at will, but is subject to the natural limitations of these circular flows of matter and
energy.
The historical emergence of economies based on linear flows of fossil resources radically transformed human work and was closely linked to basic mindsets, attitudes and shared imaginations compatible with the
logic of constant growth. These mentalities differ between social groups, and they will undergo far-reaching
change once again in the transformation toward bio-based economies. In short, mentalities evolve in parallel
with the transformations of societies’ material and energetic basis – they are: Mentalities in flux.
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Abstract
In this paper, we want to make two arguments. Firstly, we observe that the current trend
in official policy concepts and strategies of the bioeconomy is toward a moderation of the
promises of economic growth that it has been associated with since the beginning of this
millennium. We argue that this process of moderation is at least partly due to the effects of
a series of ‘reality checks’ that the different existing strands of research on the bioeconomy
have (willingly or unwillingly) subjected the promises to, forcing governments to move away
from obviously unrealistic visions and adopt more humble ones. We identify four such reality checks, coming from research on (a) bioeconomy discourses and strategies, (b) actors and
interests in the political economy of the bioeconomy, and (c) the economic and biophysical
materialities that make up ‘the bioeconomy’. Secondly, we propose that a fourth, sociological reality check is currently being mounted, exposing the social implausibility and democratic illegitimacy of the bioeconomy’s promissory visions. Using survey data from Germany
to develop a provisional analysis of the tensions and conflicts within the population that
disagreements about the bioeconomy are embedded in, we suggest putting the bioeconomy
in its proper political place as part of the larger societal challenge, rather than promise, of
achieving a post-fossil transformation of modern societies.
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1. Introduction
From its inception, the notion of the bioeconomy has been intimately linked to the
concept of economic growth – albeit in highly contrary ways. Two of the original
sources to whom the emergence of the term ‘bioeconomy’ is often traced in the
literature may serve to illustrate this contradictoriness: For one, Nicholas GeorgescuRoegen, the pioneer of biophysical economic analysis who coined the term
’bioeconomics’ in the early 1970s, was at the same time a harsh critic of economic
ideas built around the premise of everlasting economic expansion and is deemed one
of the inventors of the idea of décroissance, or degrowth (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971;
Vivien et al., 2019). At the other extreme has been a highly promissory discourse
around the purported unprecedented growth potential of new biotechnologies,
often traced to the writings of Harvard economics graduate and Life Science venture
capitalist Juan Enríquez Cabot (Enríquez, 1998; Enríquez and Goldberg, 2000)1,
which co-emerged with the equally techno-optimistic hype around the so-called
‘dotcom bubble’ in the late 1990s. This promissory techno-political discourse was
to be highly influential in shaping policy debates around the bioeconomy in the
ensuing years (Meyer, 2017; Mittra and Zoukas, 2020; Petersen and Krisjansen,
2015). When the first dotcom hype evaporated in 2000, the promises of a ‘biotech
revolution’ stayed around, and policy circles began reflecting on the implications.
By 2009, the OECD had kicked off the current bioeconomy debate with a strategy
paper (OECD, 2009) that framed bioeconomy explicitly as a growth regime driven
by advances in biotech. The EU and many governments followed suit and adopted
bioeconomy strategies. As early as in the EU’s 2012 strategy, however, the promise
of growth began to morph: Gradually decentering (but by no means discarding)
the role of biotechnology, a second model of a biomass-based bioeconomic growth
strategy took shape. It was an attempt to reconcile the growth promises of the early
business-centered bioeconomy discourse with the demands for sustainability voiced
by other policy actors at the same time, in a conception trying ’to use consistency and
efficiency strategies to reduce environmental burdens to such a degree that remaining
within the classical growth paradigm will be (largely) possible’ (Grunwald, 2020:
20). This model of ‘biomass-bioeconomy’ (Befort, 2020) is closely linked to current
strategies of ‘green growth’. Although somewhat distanced from the sci-fi visions of
the biotech-bioeconomy, it remains much further removed from the ideas associated
with Georgescu-Roegen: Sufficiency, strong sustainability or social transformations
as called for in the degrowth debate are usually not taken into account, not framed as
part of a bioeconomy, or deemed unnecessary or undesirable (D’Amato et al., 2017;
Hausknost et al., 2017; Priefer et al., 2017; Vivien et al., 2019).

1 Although often cited in this regard, Enríquez never seems to have used the term ‘bioeconomy’.
Only ‘biotechonomy’ is on record (Enríquez, 2002).
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It is, however, highly doubtful whether the promised green growth, or the decoupling
of growth from unsustainable patterns of resource use, is possible at all (Giampietro,
2019; Haberl et al., 2020; Hickel and Kallis, 2019; Wiedenhofer et al., 2020). A
growing body of research shows that the practically unlimited availability of fossil
fuels, far from being a contingent factor in a long history of unceasing human
endeavor, was a ’historically specific and internally necessary‘ (Huber, 2008: 113)
condition for the trajectory of long-term economic expansion that capitalist societies
successively embarked on in the course of the past two centuries (Malm, 2016,
2012). It has deeply shaped modern capitalist societies not merely in their material
infrastructures (Smil, 2017) and institutional design (Di Muzio, 2015; Mitchell,
2013; Unruh, 2000; Unruh and Carrillo-Hermosilla, 2006), but also in their
collective imaginaries, perceptions and expectations (Bridge, 2011; Daggett, 2018;
Welzer, 2011). If growth cannot be ‘greened’, as Georgescu-Roegen had insisted all
along, then all of this, including our own concepts of ourselves and the world, will
need to be reinvented and rebuilt.
The most recent bioeconomy strategies, although still far from explicitly
acknowledging this, seem markedly more modest in their promises and the claims to
a purported growth potential of the bioeconomy than their predecessors of ten years
ago (BMEL and BMBF, 2020; European Commission, DG Research and Innovation,
2018). As we want to argue here, this process of moderation is the result of a series
of ‘reality checks’ that the bioeconomy has been subjected to in the meantime. These
reality checks have come from two different, albeit closely interrelated, sides: From
a number of different strands of research on, and from socio-political contestation
around issues related to the bioeconomy. The reality checks from research, which
we will examine in more detail in section 2 of this paper, arise from the findings of
a broad range of work in different scientific fields on the discursive, socio-political,
economic and biophysical dimensions of the bioeconomy. These findings have, from
different angles and sometimes intentionally, sometimes unwittingly or even contrary
to the researchers’ intentions, challenged the high growth ambitions posited by
the first wave of strategies and policies. We propose to make a distinction between
three levels of analysis on which these challenges to the growth promise have been
mounted, corresponding to the three levels of bioeconomic reality that Hausknost et
al. (2017) distinguish in their mapping of the bioeconomic ‘option space’:
a) The level of processes of representation, investigated by the voluminous
literature analysing policies and discourses around the bioeconomy;
b) The level of institutional processes, addressed in analyses of constellations of
actors, strategies and interests from political science and political economy;
c) And the level of material processes, enlightened by research into the structure
and possible future pathways of the sectors and activities that constitute the
bioeconomy, both in its economic (jobs, firms, supply chains, profits) and its
socio-metabolic (resource and energy flows) materiality.
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Building on this distinction, we will discuss each of these literatures in some more
detail in section 3, to draw out the ways in which their findings have presented reality
checks to the promises of the bioeconomy discourse, requiring moderation of the
claims made in the new, revised versions of official strategies.
The ‘reality checks’ from bioeconomy-related science have corresponded with, and
partly fueled, processes of social change and political contestation concerning the
societal nature relations that have been going on concomitantly, most importantly
around the increasing urgency of fighting the escalating climate crisis. This level of
social and mental processes unfolding around the bioeconomy has not yet received
significant attention within research and debate, but we think that it ought to.
The competing narratives and political decision-making processes concerning
the bioeconomy, we claim, cannot be understood in separation from the broader
constellation of different socially specific ways of relating to nature that are present
within society (Eversberg, 2020a), and the conflicts and struggles that unfold between
them (Eversberg, 2020b, 2020c). In a time of evident crisis of the fossil-based and
growth-oriented societal model that the most powerful industrialized nations still
seem locked into, these conflicts are bound to further escalate, and the economic and
societal transformations discussed under the rubrum of bioeconomy are part of the
stakes. If the goal of the bioeconomy is to make societies independent from fossil
resources, as stated prominently in the current generation of ‘moderated’ bioeconomy
strategies, then its social preconditions and implications cannot be understood in
isolation from all those other aspects of such a post-fossil transformation. For social
science research, this requires adopting a broader view beyond the confines of the
perspectives of engineering, economics or even political science applied so far, to
adequately understand the social practices and meanings of what ‘bioeconomy’ can
be. Such a broader view must furthermore entail the recognition that, in everyday
life, these bioeconomy-related practices and meanings are invariably embedded in
broader contexts of societal contestation and change around whether and how to
move away from the fossil basis of the economy. This implies that research on the
bioeconomy must become much broader in scope – and much more political.
We thus hold that understanding the current state of the struggles around the issue of
post-fossil transformation, the different contending visions and mentalities involved,
and the possible pathways of democratic transitions toward a kind of post-fossil,
bio-based societal model that is both freed from the unsustainable dependence on
growth and finds broad support among majorities of the population, is a crucial task
for sociological research on the bioeconomy. In section 4 of the paper, we therefore
propose to add the societal space of practices, mentalities and conflicts around
socio-ecological transformation as a fourth analytical level to the framework of the
‘option space’ suggested by Hausknost et al. (2017) as a preliminary heuristic for
doing this. Building on a typology of eleven different types and three broader ‘camps’
of socio-ecological mentalities that we identified using the dataset of the survey
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‘Environmental Consciousness in Germany 2018’, we locate the different types
within the option space and analyze the conflicts and coalitions among them as well
as the interrelations between subjective orientations, patterns of practice and sociodemographic characteristics.

2. The bioeconomy in Europe: The rise – and decline? – of a
promissory discourse
The promissory character of the policy discourse around the bioeconomy has long
been pointed out and critically debated by social scientists. McCormick and Kautto
(2013: 2597), in an early comprehensive account of the discourse, concluded
that the bioeconomy was engaged in active ‘future making’, others diagnosed a
‘hegemony of optimism’ (Pfau et al., 2014: 1238). Giampietro calls the dominant
techno-based vision of bioeconomy an ‘economics of technological promises’
(2019), Sanz-Hernandez et al. talk of a ‘promissory economy’ (2019: 113), Petersen
and Krisjansen (2015: 28) invoke a ‘promissory discourse’. What sticks is the
promise. As critical observers note, policy discourse portrays the bioeconomy as a
regime of hope, presented as a necessity and an opportunity at the same time. Its
promises revolve around the supposed ‘opportunities’ accorded by biotechnological
innovation, and those opportunities are invariably seen as tied to economic growth.
In recent years, however, with the urgency of debates around impending climate
disaster and escalating biodiversity loss, the core promise has more and more come
to be that economic growth and ecological sustainability can at all be reconciled
(Hackfort 2015), i.e. that ‘green growth’ is possible. Grunwald (2020) states that
the bioeconomy can be seen as a strategy to preserve a growth-oriented societal
model even in the face of the urgent need to quickly get rid of the fossil energetic
basis on which that model rests (see also D’Amato et al., 2017). Or, in the words
of Levidow et al. (2019: 14): The “dominant bioeconomy trajectory aims less at
decarbonising society and more at substituting renewable biomass for fossil carbon.’
(ibid.). Yet by upholding the win-win narrative of green growth, bioeconomy policies
claim to contribute to efficiency gains and innovations that allow policy-makers,
firms and the public to avoid facing up to the prospect that growth may be part of
the problem rather than the solution and that degrowth or sufficiency will need to
be guiding principles of sustainably bio-based societies (Grunwald, 2020, 2016).
And still, a cursory look at how recent bioeconomy strategies have been framing
their promises suggests that policy-makers have not been able to fully ignore such
critiques, voiced not only by notorious NGOs, but also by an increasingly diverse
and multidisciplinary range of researchers, fording them to significantly reframe and
moderate earlier growth ambitions.
With hindsight, the boom of biotech and the ‘promissory life sciences’ (Petersen and
Krisjansen, 2015) on the one and the debates surrounding sustainability in general
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and the need to combat global heating in particular on the other hand can be seen as
the twin seeds of recent bioeconomy policy handed over from the heritage of the final
years of the previous millennium.
For the first couple of years, the utopian sci-fi visions unleashed by the sequencing
of the human genome and promoted by the likes of Juan Enríquez Cabot were the
defining element. Biotech promised to be the ‘next big thing’ after, closely modelled
on and amalgamated with the ‘digital revolution’, and its proponents were more
than explicit in presenting it as that, calling it ‘the life science revolution’ (Enriquez
and Goldberg, 2000). Even after the dotcom bubble had burst,2 it took only a few
years for the technopolitical promise to catch on: The promissory policy discourse on
bioeconomy in the narrower sense dates back to the OECD’s 2007-8 foresight project
on ‘The Bioeconomy to 2030’, and it was clearly built on those visions. The OECD’s
concluding report promised that biotechnological progress was about to bring a
‘second great technology revolution of the late 20th century, the bio-revolution’ and
a ‘new wave of innovation, driven by the contributions of the biosciences to new and
better products affecting every aspect of human existence’ (OECD 2009: 14). The
publication of that document initiated a wave of policy initiatives and strategies, with
governments and regional coordinating bodies eager to secure their countries’ share of
the coming benefits (BMBF, 2010; BMEL, 2014; European Commission, 2012; The
White House, 2012; for an overview: Fund et al., 2015).
It is perhaps not too much of an exaggeration to say that the OECD invented the
bioeconomy as a biotech-based growth promise in a way much like it invented the
very concept of economic growth as a policy goal in the post-World-War-II era
(Schmelzer 2016). And this is more than a coincidence. Both inventions rely on the
same basic logical operation: The subsumption of a huge, heterogeneous diversity of
things and processes (work and economic transactions in the one, life and organic
processes in the other case) to an abstract, uniform logic of valuation that allows
their ‘measurement’ and mathematical aggregation into a virtual ‘whole’ (GDP,
bioeconomic value creation) whose quantitative expansion could be portrayed as an
end in itself. This abstract, recompositional logic (Allaire and Wolf, 2004) was at
the heart of the thinking that guided the OECD’s strategy-building (Levidow et al.,
2019, 2013, 2012).
With regards to the EU, its 2012 bioeconomy strategy ‘Innovating for Sustainable
Growth: A Bioeconomy for Europe’ (European Commission, 2012) was hardly less
2 Given the close link between the financial bubble around digital technology and the promissory
bubble around biotech at the time, it would probably be a worthwhile endeavor to study in greater
detail the impact of the financial crises of 2000 and 2008/9 on bioeconomy discourse and policies.
Important lessons concerning the impact to be expected from the current pandemic-induced crisis
seem highly likely.
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conspicuous in putting the promise of growth front and center. In Europe, too, the
bioeconomy debate was initially closely linked to and dominated by biotechnologyoriented visions promoted by the life sciences and biotechnology industry (Hausknost
et al., 2017: 3-4). Early criticism from actors insisting on sustainability aspects in
line with Agenda 21, the UN’s Millennium Development Goals and the Kyoto
protocol, and especially the initiatives of the newly founded technology platform ‘TP
Organics’, however, had had an impact on the strategy. Along with the language of
sustainability, the alternative concept of bioeconomic growth based on agroecology
and products with an integral identity (Allaire and Wolf, 2004; Levidow et al., 2019)
entered in, and by way of compromise, the idea of an economy based on renewable
biomass and ‘green growth’ became a focal point of the EU’s bioeconomy narrative.
The central promise was not so much that of unlimited growth opportunities through
biotechnological innovation, but that of being able to reconcile ongoing economic
growth and ecological sustainability.
The 2018 update of the EU strategy ‘A sustainable Bioeconomy for Europe:
strengthening the connection between economy, society and the environment’
(European Commission, DG Research and Innovation, 2018) goes a further step
in this direction. As the title suggests, it handles the language of growth quite
differently: Although it is still present, it now plays a much less prominent role as
one out of five objectives next to food security, sustainable resource management,
independence from fossil imports and climate protection (ibid.: 26). This reframing
results from the ‘mainstream[ing]’ (ibid.: 27) of the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals. However, as in the goals themselves, this orientation amounts not so much
to an overall sidelining of the growth promise, rather than its articulation within a
greater promissory framework. Bioeconomic growth is now linked to promises of
job creation (‘one million new jobs could be created by 2030, according to industry
estimates. The strong and fast-growing startup ecosystem in the biotechnology sector
will play a leading role in realising this potential’, ibid.: 5), ecological and economic
‘win-win-situations’ (‘For instance, in the construction sector engineered wood
offers great environmental benefits as well as excellent economic opportunities’,
ibid.: 5), significant contributions to reaching the EU’s emissions targets (the
commission hopes for the bioeconomy to not merely be carbon neutral, but to
actually achieve negative net emissions and become a ‘carbon sink’ - implicitly
promising other industries the opportunity to go on causing emissions, ibid.: 5-6) as
well as to the promise of circularity as a way to reduce resource consumption while
basically leaving existing patterns of economy and social practice untouched (ibid.:
6)3. In other words: While the thorough couching of the EU’s current bioeconomy
3 Circularity is understood to mean finding ways to a) reduce food waste through ‘innovation’ - such
as genetic modifications that increase shelf life – and b) reuse the food waste that is still produced as
feed for animals or as raw material for other processes. If waste is always also a valuable resource, living
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policy in terms of the SDG framework certainly implies a moderation of the onesidedly ‘recompositional’ biotech-led logic driving the EU’s earlier conceptions
of ‘knowledge-based bioeconomy’ (KBBE), this is by no means a departure from
the fixation on growth as such, but rather an attempt to reinforce it by integrating
criticism into a larger ‘green growth’ strategy. A similar redefinition and rearticulation
within the SDG framework can be observed in the German government’s new
bioeconomy strategy published in early 2020 (BMEL and BMBF, 2020). Here,
however, the concessions to critics go even further: Growth actually appears only as
a subordinate point that is mentioned rather in passing in the latter chapters, while
sustainability in its different dimensions moves to center stage. The first sentence
is: ’Sustainability and climate protection are the central issues of the 21st century’
(ibid.: 3), and the glossary at the end of the brochure mentions not only a number of
bioscientific terms, but also the notion of sufficiency.
This seems to reflect a constellation within the broader bioeconomy discourse that
scholars have long noted: Recent analyses of discourses and narratives around the
bioeconomy have tended to identify a bifurcation or conflictual relation between
‘technology-driven’, highly growth-oriented visions based on promises of life science
innovations on the one and ‘socio-ecological’ counter-concepts based on agro-ecology
and inimical to such technological solutionism on the other hand (Hausknost et
al., 2017; Priefer et al., 2017; Vivien et al., 2019) – sometimes amended by a third,
‘biomass-based’ or ‘bio-resource-driven’ model located somewhere in between,
but closer to the former (Befort, 2020; Bugge et al., 2016), and/or the concept of
‘circularity’ as another purported solution to the dilemma (Befort, 2020; D’Amato et
al., 2019, 2017; Giampietro, 2019). On this continuum, at least the cited European
strategies seem to slowly, but surely have moved away from the unbridled promissory
optimism of the biotech visions, and increasingly closer toward acknowledging
that a growth-oriented bioeconomy and successful de-fossilization are conflicting,
rather than compatible, goals. The change in rhetoric (albeit not necessarily in basic
orientation at the level of concrete measures, see Lühmann, 2020) observed here
is certainly a reaction to critical interventions from civil society actors and nongovernmental organizations (Civil Society Action Forum on Bioeconomy, 2019,
see also nachhaltige-biooekonomie.de), as well as of the need to reflect in policy
the commitment to the SDGs ratified in 2017. However, not least because most of
the debates around these strategies have hardly been noticed by the general public,
rendering effective public pressure effectively absent, we argue that the change in
tone has also been driven by the scientific debates on the bioeconomy. Different
wastefully is no longer a problem (that situation – no value loss if something goes to waste – is not
actually expected, but the ultimate intention seems to be to create a situation where wasting food can
be seen as just as legitimate a customer’s choice as any other. For a more fundamental critique of the
idea of circularity, see Giampietro (2019).
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strands of research on its biophysical, economic and social implications have each
mounted ‘reality checks’ for the promises made by industry and policy actors, in
effect requiring policymakers to include an increasingly broader set of ecosystemic,
economic and social relations that are affected by bioeconomic change in their
considerations. This in turn, we argue, has contributed to the marked moderation
of the growth promises in the recent second wave of bioeconomy strategies. In the
following section, we give an overview of some of these debates and draw out the
corresponding ‘reality checks’ that have resulted from them.

3. Multiple reality-checks for the promise
As early as 2007, biologists Jonathan Latham and Allison Wilson mounted a sharp
critique of the promissory visions surrounding the EU’s concept of ‘knowledge-based
bioeconomy’, claiming that it was ‘not so much a real and substantial prospect but
more a fantasy future—one designed to meet present political needs for envisioning
sustainability without at the same time abandoning a belief in technological ‘progress’’
(Latham and Wilson, 2007). Their critical invectives may be seen as one of the
starting points of a long series of scientific challenges to the bioeconomy and related
concepts that have been mounted on multiple levels. Our goal in this section is to
consider a number of these multiple reality checks. To do this in a systematic way, we
introduce a distinction between three different levels of analysis at which these reality
checks can be seen to have been launched, based on the distinction between three
levels of the bioeconomic ‘option space’ deployed by Hausknost et al. (2017). We
thus distinguish scientific work addressing:
a) Processes of representation and discursive construction of the bioeconomy
(section 3.1.): Discourse analyses comparing different bioeconomy strategies;
literature reviews distinguishing different and competing visions or concepts
of bioeconomy; STS work showing how bio-based ‘resources’ are constructed
and processed using technologies of knowledge and information. The
challenge mounted by this body of work is that it counters technologically
determinist visions by revealing the contingent and contested nature of
both the concepts of bioeconomy and the bioscientific as well as economic
knowledge procedures they rest on.
b) Political-institutional processes (section 3.2.): Analyses from Political Science
and Political Economy on interests and strategies of actors, actor coalitions
and the relations between different ‘stakeholders’. These studies subject the
bioeconomic growth promises to the reality check of revealing the interests
behind and the power resources deployed in advancing them, illuminating the
instrumental nature of the promises and the resulting tendencies to ultimately
hinder or block any serious transition away from fossilist societal models.
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c) Material processes in the dual sense of what Pichler et al. (2020) call the
‘double materiality’ of the social in capitalist societies: Economic accounts on
the structure of employment, productivity and value creation in the bio-based
sectors (3.3.a) as well as socio-metabolic studies on the material and energetic
throughput of the bio-based economy (3.3.b). These recently proliferating
studies have repeatedly demonstrated the continuing quantitative
insignificance of the (biotech) industries promoted as new ‘growth engines’,
as well as the overall inertia and limited expansionary potential of bio-based
production, highlighting instead the highly unequal distribution of biomass
production and use across the globe, raising serious concerns about justice.
Their findings have rendered increasingly questionable both the growth
promises themselves and the claims to their compatibility with concerns for
sustainability and social-ecological justice.
Hausknost et al. (2017) is an important reference point for us not only because
it integrates these different analytical levels that are treated separately in most
bioeconomy-related research, and links the corresponding analyses systematically. It
is also helpful in suggesting a two-dimensional ‘option space’ (see figure 1) of possible
bioeconomic trajectories as a heuristic applicable to each level, in which the common
distinction between biotech-based and agroecologically oriented conceptions is
juxtaposed with a dimension in which the different ideas and models of potential
pathways are located on a continuum between ones highly fixated on capitalist
growth and those geared to achieving sustainability through strategies of sufficiency.
This two-dimensional heuristic is particularly helpful for analyzing the nature of the
challenges posed to the bioeconomic growth promises. Also, using the three levels
of discourses/strategies, actors/stakeholders and economic/biophysical materialities
as a framework to order the landscape of existing research allows us to suggest, in
section 4, that addressing the challenge of defining what a post-fossil, bio-based
transformation of society may be requires the introduction of a fourth analytical level.
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional ‘option space’ from Hausknost et al. (2017: 6)

3.1. Processes of representation: Analyses of bioeconomy discourses
and strategies
There is a vast body of social science research that analyses strategies, policy papers,
programs and the respective discourses around the bioeconomy. This work on
the processes of representation and discursive construction of the bioeconomy
encompasses three subcategories: discourse analyses that scrutinize and compare
different bioeconomy strategies and related policy documents (e.g. Backhouse et al.,
2017; de Besi and McCormick, 2015; Kleinschmit et al., 2017; McCormick and
Kautto, 2013; Meyer, 2017; Petersen and Krisjansen, 2015; Staffas et al., 2013),
literature reviews distinguishing different and competing visions or concepts of and
approaches to bioeconomy in the scientific debate itself (e.g. Böcher et al., 2020;
Bugge et al., 2016; D’Amato et al., 2017; Konstantinis et al., 2018; Pfau et al.,
2014; Pülzl et al., 2014; Sanz-Hernández et al., 2019), and a strand of Science and
Technology Studies (STS) work that focuses on the discursive processes in which
bio-based ‘resources’ are constructed and processed using technologies of knowledge
and information (e.g. Allaire and Wolf, 2004; Birch et al., 2010; Birch, 2017a;
Levidow et al., 2012, 2013; Mittra and Zoukas, 2020).
Many papers in this far-flung ‘debate on the debate’ have pointed out incoherences,
gaps, open questions and competing visions to be found within the documents and
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statements analyzed. Others have demonstrated that the promissory discourse on
bioeconomy as a growth engine is the dominant, but not the only vision present in
the debates around bio-based economic transitions, and that there are widely varying
degrees of emphasis on growth as compared to other goals pursued in bioeconomy
policies. Others yet have challenged the very epistemological basis on which the
biotechnological growth promises are made, and their foundations in bioscientific
knowledge. We cannot provide a comprehensive review of this broad literature here,
but will instead illustrate our argument with reference to a few key publications from
each sub-literature.
Firstly, the countless discourse analyses that exist focus on international, national
or regional bioeconomy strategies, analyzing differences and similarities in rhetoric
or priorities with regard to the definitions of bioeconomy deployed as well as to
aspects such as the respective roles of sustainability and growth, the roles accorded
to different actors, the sectors included etc. Concerning the differences in strategies,
Pietzsch and Schurr (2020) argue that different national governments pursue a
range of diverging motives with their respective strategies: While some focus on
bioeconomy as a strategy to ensure food security, such as in Paraguay or Kenia,
others promote it as a means to intensify the use of abundant natural resources,
such as Finland with its forest-centered bioeconomy strategy ‘sustainable growth
from bioeconomy’ (Ministry of Employment and the Economy et al., 2014). To
countries such as Germany or the US, bioeconomy is more of a strategy to ensure
sufficient (bio-based) resources for their highly fossil fuel-dependent resourceintensive industry branches, and finally, governments such as those of India, South
Africa or Thailand articulate their bioeconomy strategies as efforts to catch up
with wealthy industrialized by generating a higher value added from their natural
resources. Economic growth is central to some, but not all of these motives. Also, as
described in our own account above, these studies typically find that the emphasis on
growth within bioeconomy policies tends to change over time, and that rearticulating
the growth in sustainability terms does not necessarily imply a shift away from
biotechnology: Hausknost et al. (2017: 4) note that in the 2012 strategy, the EU
did ‘not discard its original focus on biotechnology [but] changed the framing of
the bioeconomy’s main purpose toward an overarching post-fossilistic sustainability
agenda, within which biotechnology still has an important – albeit less talked about
– role’. The research funding programme, for example, remained ‘dominated by a life
sciences vision’ (ibid.). Backhouse et al. (2017) identify one of the main similarities
between most bioeconomy strategies both from the Global North and South in
their shared belief in technological progress as a means to overcome both social and
environmental crises. Despite that common continuing technological optimism,
growth is found to be articulated in more diverse ways in the more recent political
strategies, presented less as a central goal than rather as a self-evident part of the
deal. The concrete goals stated then vary, including job creation, rural development,
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green growth, competitiveness, innovation or sustainability in industrial processes,
etc. (McCormick and Kautto, 2013). Kleinschmit et al. (2017: 41) compared
the bioeconomy strategies of four European countries – Germany, Finland, The
Netherlands and France – with regard to the way they integrated environmental
concerns, judging that integration to be mainly ‘rhetorical’. Environmental concerns,
they found, were mostly presented as either benefitting from economic growth or as
being a challenge to be overcome, while a second, less prominent approach tended
to frame environmental sustainability as kind of a ‘standard’ feature of a bioeconomy
(ibid.). Some studies have not limited themselves to pointing to such assumptions,
but critically commented on them from a sustainability-oriented perspective. For
instance, Gawel et al. (2019: 1) challenge the common policy assumption that a biobased economy is per se sustainable, and implicitly question the growth orientation
by claiming that ‘markets alone will not suffice to fulfil this path transition’ and
calling for an ‘innovative governance’ that actively intervenes both in an ‘enabling
function’ to subsidize bio-based alternatives and in a ‘limiting function’ to prevent
overuse of biological resources. Vivien et al. (2019) even make the charge that the
use of the term bioeconomy in current policy narratives is a ‘semantic hijacking
of the original term’ (ibid.: 189), which they locate in the radically growth-critical
bioeconomics of Georgescu-Roegen. To them, the growth promise of bioeconomy
policy turns Georgescu-Roegen’s own term against his fundamental insight that
all economies are based on and bound by nature’s limitations, and the ‘industrial
promises offered by the biotechnological revolution’ effectively amount to ‘a biobased carbon economy’ that can under no circumstances be sustainable (ibid.).
As a second subcategory, various literature reviews survey, sort and summarize
the constantly growing amount of (mostly social scientific) research on different
aspects of the bioeconomy and related concepts such as Circular Economy, Green
Economy or sustainability. What is common to these publications is that they
systematically include not only the optimistic visions guiding the dominant policy
narratives, but also radically critical perspectives that fundamentally challenge the
growth orientation, which are much less marginalized in science than in policy
discourse. In general, the authors of these reviews agree in seeing the bioeconomy as
a semantically polyvalent ‘master narrative’, and identify differing substrands of the
debate that emphasize different aspects. In a classic of this genre, Bugge et al. (2016)
introduced the tripartite segmentation of bioeconomy already referred to here and
subsequently taken up by many others, distinguishing between a ‘bio-technology
vision’, a ‘bio-resource vision’ and a ‘bio-ecology vision’. The first two are seen to be
clearly set apart from the latter in terms of their relation to technology, economic
growth and sustainability: ‘While economic growth and employment creation is a
main concern in the bio-technology and bio-resource visions, these aspects are clearly
secondary to sustainability concerns in the bio-ecology vision’ (ibid.: 12). Regarding
technology, the bio-technology and bio-resource visions ‘are technology-focused
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and give a central role to R & D in globalised systems, [while the bio-ecology]
vision emphasises the potential for regionally concentrated circular and integrated
processes and systems’ (ibid.: 9). In a rather similar way, Pfau et al. (2014: 1222)
had earlier suggested distinguishing between four different visions of bioeconomy,
which again differ in how they conceive of the relation between sustainability and
a bioeconomy associated with growth and biotechnology: ‘(1) the assumption that
sustainability is an inherent characteristic of the bioeconomy; (2) the expectation
of benefits under certain conditions; (3) tentative criticism under consideration of
potential pitfalls; and (4) the assumption of a negative impact of the bioeconomy
on sustainability’. The aspects of relation to sustainability, technology and growth as
defining and dividing aspects of bioeconomy visions were also taken up by D’Amato
et al. (2017) in a literature review aiming to systematize the differences between
bioeconomy, circular economy and green economy/green growth. They concluded
that the bioeconomy could be classified as an integral part of the ‘green economy’,
while all ‘three concepts can be considered limited in that they largely embrace the
idea of economic growth [… and] none of the three concepts (CE, GE and BE) are
in fact embedded in strong sustainability’ (ibid.: 725). While all of these suggestions
imply effectively treating sustainability’s relation to growth and technology as directly
related and locating the different visions on a single continuum from unsustainable
growth- and technology-focused visions to sustainability-minded ones opposed to
both, Hausknost et al. (2017) suggested treating both as independent axes to come
up with the two-dimensional structure of the ‘option space’ reproduced in the
beginning of this section. Although their findings in applying this heuristic (as well
as our own to be developed in section 4) essentially confirm the close mutual relation
of both dimensions in policy discourse, science and stakeholder relations, this is an
important addition.
A third strand of work on the discursive, i.e. language- and knowledge-related,
dimension of the bioeconomy discourse builds its arguments around insights from
Science and Technology Studies (STS). Works in this tradition enable challenges
to the growth promise by shedding light on the contingent and contested nature
of the concepts and knowledge procedures they rest on. By reconstructing the ways
in which the promise of the bioeconomy and the vision of generating economic
value from the commodification of life is made possible ‘performatively’ through
the use of different technologies of knowledge production and circulation, it offers
a strong counternarrative to the determinist visions of self-driving technological
development and the inevitable success of superior ‘innovative’ technologies in the
market that underlie the dominant bioeconomy visions. In that understanding,
bioeconomy is framed ‘as an emergent, present, or sometimes promissory economic
regime underpinned by particular socio-technical practices’ (Mittra and Zoukas,
2020: 2). A particularly important pioneering study in this field was Allaire and
Wolf ’s (2004) analysis of two competing modes of innovation in the agro-food
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sector. In their account, the distinction drawn elsewhere between ‘biotech-based’
and ‘agro-ecological’ conceptions of bioeconomy plays out as that between different
ways of turning living things into objects of knowledge and using that knowledge
to produce, process, convert and commodify them – a ‘recompositional’ model
dealing with abstract ‘resources’ made of chemical compounds that can be taken
apart and rearranged as desired in the biotech-based and an ‘integral’ model based
on product and producer identity as well as concrete qualities inseparable from
that identity in the agroecological versions. The subsequent work of authors in
this tradition has built on and further developed this understanding into a critical
analysis of the bioeconomy debate as a whole. Birch et al. (2010) emphasize the
close connection between the abstract ‘recompositional’ conception and the equally
abstract, exchange value-driven logic of neoliberal capitalism. To them, the idea of
the ‘knowledge-based bioeconomy’, then the focal point of EU bioeconomy policy,
epitomized this confluence, turning bioeconomy into a ‘master narrative’ favouring
and pushing a ‘European policy framework around specific technological choices
and neoliberal accounts of nature’ (ibid.: 2899). Crucial to those accounts is the
equation of ‘renewable’ and ‘sustainable’ effected by the KBBE narrative, creating
a vision in which ‘technological innovation unlocks the renewable, biophysical
characteristics of nature itself through genetic and bio-molecular knowledge, thus
enabling the continuing expansion and accumulation of capital. This can be analyzed
as a techno-knowledge fix, which provides a basis for creating sustainable capital,
not just sustainable capitalism’ (ibid.). This conception of ‘sustainable capital’,
which Hausknost et al. (2017) adopt as the moniker for the upper right quadrant
of their ‘option space’, is thus the dominant option not by chance, but because it
expresses an ‘elite master narrative’ that does not need democratic confirmation,
or even acknowledgement, from a majority of people, but derives its power simply
from being embedded in the way the knowledge-based bioeconomy formats, uses
and commodifies life. Building an economy around abstract life as a source of value
thus develops a ‘fetishistic’ dynamic of its own, providing ‘the rationale for particular
institutional and policy changes to achieve this end’, i.e. for a deeper neo-liberal
reconfiguration of the social itself (Birch et al., 2014: 2). The vision and the narrative
become ‘self-fulfilling’ as they create ‘the conditions for what they seek to promote’
(ibid.). Still, the promise ultimately remains empty, as Birch claims: Born of the
abstract financialized logic of neoliberal capitalism, the real business of biotech is the
generation of expectations in the stock market, so that much of the sector, though
sucking in enormous sums in research funding and investor money, has consistently
failed to come up with any products actually marketable at scale, effectively rendering
it a ‘political economy of nothing’ (Birch, 2017b: 916). ‘Sustainable capital’, from
this perspective, is thus a powerful force at work in reshaping society in ways that
effectively elude democratic control – and that effectively undermine and contravene,
rather than foster, solutions to the ecological crisis.
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Taking stock of the different accounts offered of the processes of representation
connected to the promissory bioeconomy discourse, a recurring image emerges: one
of a tension between dominant biotechnology-based conceptions of the bioeconomy
laden with promises of growth on the one and marginalized socio-ecological models
prioritizing sufficiency and sustainability on the other side. Although the intention
of this literature is to show the variation in the discourses and the availability of
different avenues to policy actors, the initial reality check here often seems to be
one for the researchers’ own sustainably-minded intentions: A sustainable circular
bioeconomy should be a priority of industry and government, but is often found to
be subordinated to technoscientific promises and economic power, just as ethical and
social issues are often found to be given secondary priority (D’Amato et al., 2017;
McCormick and Kautto, 2013). In a way this is also experienced by Hausknost et
al. (2017), who deploy their analytical framework in a first step to the relational
comparison of different governments’ bioeconomy strategies. Locating seven such
strategies on the two dimensions of their ‘option space’, they appear somewhat
surprised to arrive at the conclusion ‘that all official policy papers are located in the
‘Sustainable Capital’ quadrant that combines a vision of biotechnological progress
with a narrative of green growth’ (ibid.: 18). From the vantage point of the literature
that they derive the name of that sector from, this should not come as a surprise at
all: To Birch, Levidow and others in that tradition, whose work presents itself less as
a reality check than as a full-blown attack on the dominant vision of the bioeconomy,
the finding that governmental strategies strongly tend toward ‘sustainable capital’
options may well appear as a confirmation of their assumption that under conditions
of an abstract, financialized capitalist regime and its corresponding paradigm of
technoscientific innovation, ‘sustainable capital’ is indeed not a mere ‘option’, but
a trajectory imposed both by elite power and by entrenchment of abstract modes
of knowledge that are becoming ever harder to challenge the longer this dominant
model operates.

3.2. Political-institutional processes: Political economy, actors,
interests and strategies
As a second dimension, we want to focus on social science research approaching
the bioeconomy from a Political Science or Political Economy perspective,
focusing on the interests and strategies of actors and actor coalitions, as well as on
the stances taken by and the relations among different ‘stakeholders’. The kind of
reality check that analyses from this angle can confront the bioeconomic growth
promise with consists in revealing the interests behind and the power resources
deployed in advancing promises of bioeconomic growth, and the ways in which their
pursuit jeopardizes or ultimately hinders efforts at a serious, wide-ranging and fast
transformation away from an economy and society dependent on fossil fuels.
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A first group of papers discussed in this context base their arguments partly on the
mapping of actors and network analysis of bioeconomy actors in certain sectors or
countries, or on research among scientists in bioeconomy-related research institutions
(Giurca, 2020; Giurca and Metz, 2018; Korhonen et al., 2018; Peltomaa, 2018; Zeug
et al., 2019). The second group forms around the (rather scarce) work that has been
done to reconstruct the conflicts and actor coalitions shaping bioeconomy politics
and processes of policy formulation, mostly from a Political Economy perspective.
These studies are mostly associated with a more pronouncedly critical view of the
bioeconomy’s promises and a clear identification of the economic and political
interests hampering effective transformative steps (Lühmann, 2020; Richardson,
2012; Kröger and Raitio, 2017; Levidow and Papaioannou, 2014).
This is of course not all there is: Böcher et al. (2020: 2–3), in an overview of
the existing social and political science literature on the political dimensions of
bioeconomy, find that this field is mostly strongly characterized by a wealth of
existing work on bioeconomy ‘governance’ and its problems. To our present concern,
however, engaging with this literature would hardly add much, since, as Böcher
et al. critically note, it tends to reduce politics and policy-making to issues of
‘management’, thus de-emphasizing conflict and downplaying conflicting interests
and structural contradictions such as that between growth and sustainability (ibid: 3).
In the first category mentioned above, actor mappings and network analysis
exist for different sectoral, regional or national-level policy networks: For instance,
Giurca (2020; Giurca and Metz, 2018) takes a national-sectoral approach and maps
the actors and stakeholders of the German forest-based bioeconomy network. He
describes the bioeconomy as ‘primarily a political project where actors with different
interests and strategies pursue different agendas’ and diagnoses a ‘series of internal
conflicting and consenting storylines’ that ‘lead to a lack of clear objective-setting
which may ultimately affect the success of the bioeconomy project’ (Giurca, 2020:
1). With regard to the studied network, Giurca highlights both ‘conflicting’ and
‘consensual storylines’. With disagreements concerning matters such as the availability
of the necessary natural resources or the sustainability of the whole concept (ibid.:
8). Although insisting on the importance of actors’ interests and strategies, however,
the strongly discourse-focused conception of network analysis, as well as the implicit
assumption that networks are not inherently conflictual fields of struggle, but
ought to have a sense of common purpose, seem to make Giurca shy away from
drawing more far-reaching conclusions as to what social and economic conflicts
and interests the disagreements he notes may be rooted in. Korhonen et al. (2018)
deploys a similar approach towards the Finnish forest-based bioeconomy: The field
is characterized by differing terminologies and approaches, the relations between
different actors and groups of actors are charted, and the policy goals and priorities
set by the groups compared. The authors diagnose that ‘power struggles can be
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expected within the relatively young BE arena’ (ibid.: 2), resulting in formations of
different policy coalitions and a growing divide within the policy field. Contrary to
what the analyses of the discourse might lead us to expect, however, this is on closer
inspection less a conflict between a pro-growth and a socio-ecological coalition, but
rather, at least within the confines of the network analyzed, between two separate
subgroups of economic and political actors: a ‘business as usual’ coalition of
mainstream forest-industry and government actors on the one side and a coalition of
more startup-like businesses and researchers promoting the use of new technologies
and business models aimed at commodifying the forest in new and innovative ways
on the other (ibid.: 14). The really striking finding of that study, however, is the
degree of agreement among all categories of actors counted as part of the policy
network that the prime goals of bioeconomy policy should be enhancing economic
competitiveness and pushing new technologies, while the notion of prioritizing
sustainability over economic concerns and the idea of broader citizen participation
were consistently ranked significantly lower (ibid.: 10). Perhaps contrary to the
authors’ intentions, this might be seen as evidence to support Birch et al.’s claim that
the bioeconomy is and remains an ‘elite master narrative’, and even for the will of the
(Finnish) elites to actively preserve that state of affairs – at the expense of democratic
participation and a more serious concern for socio-ecological matters.
With a focus on scientists as one stakeholder group involved in shaping the
bioeconomy, a second subgroup of studies (Bauer, 2018; Biber‐Freudenberger et al.,
2020; D’Amato et al., 2019; Issa et al., 2019; Lovrić et al., 2020; Priefer and Meyer,
2019) investigate the motives, perspectives and opinions of researchers and experts
working in the field of the bioeconomy. Based on surveys among scientists, their
conclusions mostly mirror those found in reviews of the literature (which, after all, is
written by these people): they typically find that the ‘technology fix meets criticism
and that there is a controversial discussion about possible ways to shape the transition
process’ (Priefer and Meyer, 2019: 1), depending on the disciplinary, theoretical and
institutional background of the scientists as well as the subfields they work in and
the state of their projects. Although it would be interesting to know more about how
the very different kinds of involvement of researchers in biotech and bioeconomy
firms, political and business consulting or the kind and extent of funding their
research receives is related to the ideas and strategies they promote, most of these
studies offer little in this regard. It does, however, appear highly likely that these
factors are not without significant influence especially on researchers’ views and
interests concerning the question of bioeconomic growth, and that this also implies
that the tension between pro-growth ‘sustainable capital’ visions and sustainabilityfocused alternatives within the scientific field is also tied to significant imbalances
in economic, political and scientific capital: According to Levidow et al. (2019), the
life sciences remain hegemonic and dominant at EU level regarding both funding
sums and numbers of projects, and use this clout to exert a formative influence
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to strengthen a technological and growth-oriented vision of the bioeconomy; in
comparison, approaches from different disciplines and with a focus on agro-ecological
solutions remain marginal, although they are no longer fully excluded from the
research agendas and have gained a certain amount of presence by now.
The scarcity of work in the other, more Political Economy-based tradition has
also been noted by Böcher et al. (2020: 3), who find that ‚specific political aspects
such as actors’ power and resulting interest conflicts in the bioeconomy field
have so far hardly been scientifically investigated’ and that ‘only few scientific
contributions develop a proper political science perspective on political processes
of bioeconomy’. A pioneering study by Richardson (2012) is mentioned as one of
the few exceptions. Explicitly referring to the ‘promises’ of industrial biotechnology,
Richardson referred to the ‘tension that capitalists face in balancing accumulation
imperatives with the need for legitimacy’ (ibid.: 292), which promises of ‘green
growth’ by biotechnological means are to help solve. Somewhat counter to Birch
et al. 2020’s narrative of the power of ‘sustainable capital’, he assumed that active
efforts at securing legitimacy were necessary, and that the efforts from biotech firms
and governments to do this were actively contested, citing controversies around the
‘extension of biobased commodity chains’, EU-level debates on whether biotech
can meaningfully contribute to lowering GHG emissions, and conflicts within
civil society between business-friendly and more radical NGOs and assuming that
challenges to the hegemony of ‘sustainable capital’ were possible at least to some
degree.
In a 2014 case study, Levidow and Papaioannou investigated the roles the interests
of scientists, industry and government played in developing new bioenergy policies
in the UK. One of their findings was that for government and industry, intensely
promoting the promissory concept of ‘advanced biofuels’ was a way to deflect
mounting criticism around the socio-ecological problems associated with using
farmland to cultivate crops for biofuels. More recently, Kröger and Raitio (2017)
discussed the process of reviewing the Finnish Forest Act and of its reframing in
terms of the bioeconomy discourse in terms of ‘tensions and goal conflicts’ between
different ‘pathways to sustainability’, associated with different actor coalitions. Their
study reveals the interest-based omissions and one-sidedness of the goals proclaimed
by government and business, and concludes that the ‘more of everything’ pathway
that resulted as a seeming compromise profoundly alienated not only environmental
NGOs, but even the environmental ministry, all of whom insisted that crucial
sustainability criteria could not be met because of the unwillingness of business and
forest owners to accept stricter regulation and of parts of the government to enforce
such regulation at the expense of potential future growth. This case study shows that
even in a political culture of compromise such as the Finnish, ‘bioeconomy’ tends
to be a vehicle for effectively promoting the interests of powerful economic actors in
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safeguarding profits and ensuring prospects for growth, even at the obvious expense
of environmental protection.
In a very recent study from an International Political Economy perspective, Malte
Lühmann (2020) has scrutinized the interests pursued and strategies deployed by
different actor groups in the process of updating the EU’s bioeconomy strategy before
2018. Comparing the outcome of the review process with the demands and strategic
orientations advocated by selected actors from business, agriculture, science and civil
society, he finds that despite some changes in rhetoric toward a greater emphasis on
sustainability, the actual priorities in terms of goals and measures were hardly altered,
reflecting the calls for a continuation of the previous growth-centered orientation
voiced from business and science, and discounting the calls for a change of course
form agriculture and civil society. As a result, in the updated document ‘the further
expansion of the bioeconomy is seen as a means to solve environmental problems,
while the logic of growth reproduced by this position and its ecological consequences
are never fundamentally questioned’ (ibid.: 8).
In the analysis of Hausknost et al. (2017), which provides our guideline here,
stakeholders and their understandings of the bioeconomy are mapped as the second
level of analysis. After mapping the political strategies in the first level and coming
up with the striking result that the positions of all of the governmental documents
concentrate within the ‘sustainable capital’ sector of the techno-political option space,
the authors added the respective positions along the vertical (technological) and
horizontal (economic) axes of 29 interviewed stakeholders from various bioeconomyrelated actors groups in Austria. On this level, a ‘milky way’-like structure emerges:
While the positions of a number of stakeholders (mainly from business interest
groups and public administration) are to be found in broad alignment with the
official strategies in the upper right ‘sustainable capital’ sector, other actors broadly
align along the diagonal toward the ‘eco-retreat’ positions in the lower left – with a
smaller group composed mostly of researchers tending a little bit toward the upperleft ‘planned transition’ sector and most of the NGO representatives more toward
the ‘eco-retreat’ pole. Still, the diagonal ‘milky way’ strongly suggests that the field of
stakeholder positions is indeed strongly structured by a one-dimensional opposition
between a clear prioritization of both growth and technology and skeptical attitudes
toward both – precisely the constellation that numerous studies also find in
analyzing bioeconomy-related discourses. ‘Eco-Growth’ and ‘Planned Transition’,
as theoretically conceivable alternative modes of combining stances on economic
growth and technology, do not play a significant role among the different positions of
stakeholders involved in the field.
In sum, the reality checks to the bioeconomy’s growth promises that such research
delivers lie mainly in exposing the interest-driven motives behind those promises, and
revealing that it is not ultimately ‘facts’ or the outcomes of democratic deliberation
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that determine how policies are defined and/or realigned, but ultimately the (highly
unequally distributed) ability to mobilize different (economic, scientific, symbolic,
social, political…) power resources. Questioning the interests behind the promises
and, accordingly, the realism of the strategies derived from them can put governments
and companies under pressure to concede that they will have to limit their aspirations
or base their claims on different foundations (as in the case of the debate around
‘advanced biofuels’). Also, focusing attention on the power resources and strategies
deployed to advance questionable promises renders apparent that those promises
are often more part of the resistance to, rather than a driving force of, the necessary
transformations that they claim to be uniquely suitable to help achieve. However,
the very recent insights from Lühmann’s work also seem to indicate that this kind of
reality check to the bioeconomy, and especially to its dominant ‘sustainable capital’
variant, has so far influenced renewed policies mainly on their rhetorical surface,
whereas the underlying ways in which power and resources are distributed remain
mostly intact – a diagnosis that is more in line with Birch et al.’s fundamental
skepticism than with other researchers’ more optimistic positions.

3.3. Material processes of the bioeconomy
We propose to understand the material processes of the bioeconomy in the dual
sense of what Pichler et al. (2020) call the ‘double materiality’ of the social in
capitalist societies. This implies sorting the research into two categories: Economic
accounts on the structure of employment, productivity and value generation
(material processes I) in the bio-based sectors on the one, socio-metabolic studies
on the material and energetic throughput of the bio-based economy (material
processes II) on the other hand. Research on both levels can be interpreted to mount
severe reality checks on the growth promise of the bioeconomy, revealing both a
continuing quantitative insignificance of the (biotechnology) industries promoted
as ‘growth engines’ and ‘job motors’, and the overall inertia, stagnation, low job
quality and limited potential of bio-based productive sectors. Research on bio-based
socio-metabolic flows also highlights the highly unequal distribution of biomass
production and use across the globe, making exaggerated promises of expansion
appear increasingly unrealistic and at odds with concerns for sustainability and socioecological justice. Research in the first category is currently much more voluminous
than in the second, from which comprehensive and methodically sound studies
have only recently started to emerge. We will discuss only a few key studies from
each category that provide particularly relevant insights on the issue of bioeconomic
growth.
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a) Material processes I: Economic accounts of sectoral development
On the first of these two levels, a large number of economic studies have been
engaged in defining the contours of what makes up ‘the bioeconomy’ as a segment
of the economy (Bringezu, 2019; Efken et al., 2016; Ronzon et al., 2017; Ronzon
and M’Barek, 2018; Wesseler and von Braun, 2017; for critical views see Mittra
and Zoukas, 2020; Hilgartner, 2007) and tracking its development in terms of
employment, revenue and industry structure (Bringezu et al., 2020; Iost et al., 2019;
Konrad et al., 2020; Kuosmanen et al., 2020, Ronzon et al., 2020). It has often been
noted that ‘the economic quantification of the contribution of the bioeconomy is
extremely complex because the boundaries between the bioeconomic and traditional
sectors are not delimited and several value chains are not formally established’
(Sanz-Hernández et al., 2019: 113). In any case, researchers trying to come up
with concepts for how to do this have had to come up with sectoral definitions, or
definitions of the ‘bio-based economy’ as a collection of industries and activities
producing and processing materials of biological origin. Most of these are not at all
new, but rather – like agriculture or forestry – among the most traditional sectors of
the economy. Compared to the mystified new high-tech bioeconomy of the biotech
startups, which is in macroeconomic terms so minuscule as to hardly make a dent
in the overall metrics, these traditional sectors are relatively relevant as far as their
contributions to overall employment and GDP are concerned. At the same time,
they are not nearly as dynamic: Research commissioned by the EU itself, as well
as the recent pilot report for Germany’s future bioeconomy monitoring, show that
employment in the European bioeconomy, broadly4 defined as the totality of sectors
operating on a biological basis, has declined rather than grown over the last decade
(Ronzon et al. 2020, Bringezu et al. 2020) – and the coming developments that
agriculture, forestry or fisheries are likely to face in connection with the bioeconomy
debate, relying heavily on automatization and digitization (such as ‘precision
agriculture’), seem likely to accelerate the decrease in employment.
In 2017, according to EU-commissioned research, the bio-based sectors of the
economy in the EU27 employed 17,5 million people and generated 614 billion €
of value added, representing 4,7% of GDP and 8,9% of the labour force (Ronzon
et al., 2020: 4). These developments are not equally distributed among member
states, but differ significantly between those countries mostly supplying the bio-based
raw materials and those importing and processing them with the help of advanced
4 In the German monitoring’s case, the definition is indeed so broad as to encompass the whole of
the food sector, including restaurants, catering services and food delivery – a choice that certainly
generates significantly more impressive job numbers to report, but also contributes to the overall impression that the bioeconomy as a sector is first and foremost characterized by low wages, bad working
conditions and highly precarious employment.
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biotechnology: ‘Gains in apparent labour productivity were concentrated in Western
and Northern Member States’ (ibid.: 8), resulting in a widening productivity gap.
The authors observed nothing to warrant the assumption of a great potential for
economic growth in the European bio-based economy. Quite to the contrary, they
saw its main potentially beneficial role in providing a ‘buffer’ that could secure the
livelihoods of rural citizens ‘in times of economic crisis’, in potentially contributing to
the development of an ‘innovative, inclusive, and climate-ready’ economy, in ensuring
‘resilience’ and the opportunity to ‘balance economic and social objectives’ (ibid.:
10). It is remarkable that these promising prospects suggested by Ronzon et al. are
not expected from economic growth, but precisely from turning toward concepts of
a resilient, regionally based bioeconomy especially for regions in Central and Eastern
Europe (ibid.: 10). However, as the notion of ‘resilience’, which should always be
taken with caution (Graefe, 2019), suggests, this is not to be misunderstood as some
version of a degrowth vision: Conceived as something of a subsidiary economy to
accommodate people in peripheral regions, while the overall European economy of
the future is still imagined as ‘innovative, resource-efficient, and competitive’ (ibid.),
this kind of idea of a bioeconomic, growth-independent ‘buffer’ is more likely to
ultimately amount to a large-scale ‘poverty management’ and to the deepening and
perpetuation of existing intra-European inequalities.
Regarding Germany, the recently published pilot report of the government’s
bioeconomy monitoring (Bringezu et al., 2020) also arrives at humbling, if not
pessimistic conclusions concerning the bioeconomic growth potential. The report
deploys a rather broad definition of the bioeconomy, including as ‘bio-based’ all
sectors and processes in which at least ten percent of the resources used as input
are derived from renewable raw materials. Among other things, this leads to the
inclusion of all food-related service employment as part of the bioeconomy (ibid.:
38). According to this metric, ten percent of the overall workforce in Germany in
2017 were employed in the bioeconomy (4.4 million), with the manufacturing
and catering sectors making up the biggest parts. The authors predict that under
current trends, the bioeconomic workforce will moderately shrink until 2030 (to
4.3 million). In revenue terms, the report expects the bioeconomy to grow at a rate
of 2.6% per year until 2030 – half a percent less than the overall economy (ibid.:
47). The highest growth rates of over 3% are expected for the bioenergy and catering
sectors as well as for R&D5, while the primary sectors agriculture and forestry are
projected to expand at a significantly lower rate (1.5%) (ibid.: 9).
In this light, the promise of employment growth from the bioeconomy appears
increasingly less credible, as it would require a reversal of long-term trends.
That reversal is normally promised as an effect of impending biotechnological
5 Although a projected growth rate of 3.3% p.a. seems feeble for a persistently hyped boom sector
from which all kinds of breakthroughs are expected at any time.
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breakthroughs, but the actual evidence compiled in the economic reports offers little
to support such claims. Employment in the biotech R&D sector is comparatively
minuscule and highly unlikely to expand at a rate that would make an overall
difference, while in the larger, more labour-intensive sectors (agriculture, food
processing), technological rationalization continues to make jobs obsolete. And even
if some bioeconomic product innovations should materialize, there is little to go
on for the assumption that they would amount to more than substituting currently
existing processes and jobs, or even that they would not lead to rationalization
and job loss themselves. Such doubts are typically countered by economists with
Schumpeterian arguments (Pyka, 2017; Pyka and Prettner, 2018) claiming that
growth in biotechnology and innovation will spark the creation and demand for jobs
in other sectors (e.g. education, software and digital technology, related services).
That, however, not only presupposes an unshakable belief in the beneficial power
of innovation impossible to confidently ground in facts as well as a questionable
‘trickle-down’ theory of the diffusion of economic benefits, but it would also require
a different – and even broader – sectoral definition of the bioeconomy to detect those
purported benefits.
In its updated strategy, the European Commission claims: ‘In the bio-based industries
one million new jobs could be created by 2030, according to industry estimates.
The strong and fast-growing startup ecosystem in the biotechnology sector will play
a leading role in realising this potential’ (European Commission, DG Research and
Innovation, 2018: 5). The promise is explicitly to create a million new jobs in the biobased industries. And unlikely though that is: Even if a million jobs were created by
2030, this would amount to a mere 5.7% jobs growth from the 17.5 million workers
attributed to the bioeconomy by EU JRC researchers for 2017 – half a percent
per year.6 This is actually a very modest promise, and it is further weakened by the
reference to ‘industry estimates’. Whether this growth promise actually holds any
value in social terms is thus itself a matter for critical observation.
As the very short account of the evidence presented by Ronzon et al. (2020) and
Bringezu et al. (2020) shows, assessing the state and prospects of the European
bioeconomy empirically, even within the narrow understanding of value and the
meagre criteria of employment and revenue, is a sobering exercise. Or, as Mittra
and Zoukas (2020: 16; cf. also Petersen and Krisjansen, 2015) describe the reality
check effected by such studies: ‘If we take some of these crude economic metrics at
face value, they suggest that the supposed biotechnology revolution is not perhaps as
revolutionary and profitable as has been assumed; instead being based on unfulfilled
6 The promise appears all the more unlikely considering that at the same time, agrarian economists
are advocating large-scale intensification of agriculture in EU member states like Romania and Slovakia, which is likely to lead to severe declines in employment in those sectors (Liobikiene et al., 2020).
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expectations driven by promissory discourses’. The economic accounts show the
bio-based economy to be a very significant segment of the overall economy, but also
demonstrate that there is very little dynamism and that the quantitative significance
of the changes induced by the bioeconomy discourse is limited. As things stand, the
bio-based economy in European industrialized societies is more prone to shrinking
than to growing in the future. Moreover, the biotech R&D sectors are minuscule
in terms of jobs and turnover, and totally inflated in stock markets. In short, there
is little that justifies continuing to portray the bioeconomy in Europe as a growth
sector. In a way, the look at the economic accounts ‚demystifies‘ the bioeconomy, by
relegating the hyped, highly promise-laden biotechnology sector to a quantitatively
marginal role, while highlighting the stable, but largely stagnant existence of a very
broad spectrum of bio-based economic activities, for instance in the forest sector, that
always have been and always will be a vital part of all economies.
b) Material processes II: Resource and energy flows
The bioeconomy depends on the use of natural renewable bio-based resources from
plants, animals and microorganisms, grown in fields, forests and waters. The analysis
of these biophysical flows, or the social metabolism, that makes up the material
substrate of the economy (Behrens et al., 2007; Bringezu et al., 2020; Haas et al.,
2015; Jander et al., 2020; Lewandowski, 2015), is even more complex than the
accounting of economic metrics discussed above. It has emerged as a field of study
in its own right only recently, and unified evaluative frameworks at national and EU
level are only gradually emerging (Egenolf and Bringezu, 2019; Robert et al., 2020).
As the first comprehensive accounts of the biophysical structure, composition and
dynamics of the bioeconomy are now gradually coming out, it is becoming evident
that they pose another reality check to the promise of bioeconomic growth, namely
in making it appear questionable that such growth to any significant extent is actually
possible at all based on the metabolic reality (Giampietro, 2019; Giampietro and
Funtowicz, 2020).
Looking again at the case of Germany through the lens of the monitoring report
by Bringezu et al. (2020), which for the first time provides this sort of systematic
account for this dimension. It reports that 185 million tons of biomass were
domestically produced in Germany in 2015, and that Germany was a net-importer
of biological materials and resources, with imports exceeding exports by 7 million
tons, or 3.8% of domestic production (ibid.: 9). Almost half of the total biomass used
(89 million tons) was grain for animal feed – more than four times as much as the
food produced for humans (ibid.: 19). The bio-based economy as a whole is found
to account for between 9% and 13% of Germany’s greenhouse gas emissions – a
higher share than that of GDP. The bioeconomy’s emissions had risen significantly
since 2000 due to increased bioenergy production, but are expected to remain largely
constant until 2030 (ibid.: 95-6).
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What is significant in terms of the possible growth potentials of the bioeconomy
is that it is hard to see from the report from whence these should materialize.
The authors do identify a certain amount of side and waste streams that may be
economically used in the future – something in the range between 14 and 49 million
tons a year (ibid.: 36) – but specify that most of this is made up of materials like
straw, manure or mowed grass that have a very low energetic content. Also, both
extending domestic cropland and further increasing biomass imports hardly appear
as options. Biofuels, too, are no longer considered a sector that can grow in future, as
exclusive usage of cropland for cultivation of energy crops is now ruled out and there
is only limited potential for ‘advanced biofuels’ from waste streams, as the latter are
expected to be needed for material rather than energetic utilization when substituting
for fossil resources e.g. in the chemical industry. The bottom line of these numbers
is that there does seem to be scope for mobilizing some amount of extra biomass
from sources not yet fully used, as well as for making biomass that is currently
simply burned amenable to cascading uses (i.e. to material utilization in some kind
of product before that product is eventually discarded and burned. Considering the
enormous scale of the challenge that lies in finding bio-based substitutes for all those
uses of fossil materials that are currently common practice and that society cannot or
will not discontinue, it is hard to see how this might in any way amount to overall
economic growth, rather than at best to a sectoral expansion that will only be able
to cover for a moderate part of what affluent societies will have to forfeit in fossil
resource use.
Crucially, however, the report also raises a number of issues that become particularly
problematic concerning their implications not only for long-term sustainability of
prevailing modes of living, but also for questions of global justice. A central finding
is that the biotic material footprint of the German economy significantly exceeds
the capacity for biomass production that is domestically available (ibid.: 10). In
particular, the agrarian footprint of German domestic consumption (51 million ha) is
about three times the amount of agrarian land that exists in Germany (17 million ha)
(ibid.: 85). This means that the mode of living prevalent in Germany is dependent
on high net imports of land – as well as of CO2 emissions (ibid.: 96-7) –, making it
structurally unsustainable and implying that it cannot be generalized globally. This
raises far-reaching questions concerning inequality and justice.
These numbers seem to us to provide significant support for the conclusion that
ensuring both environmental sustainability and social justice on a global level will
require substantially altering both the current forms of usage of biomass – consider
the staggeringly high share of cultivated crops fed to animals to produce meat – as
well as the global distributional patterns of its production and consumption. This
in turn implies, as advocates of environmental justice and degrowth have long
argued, that the primary pathway toward a sustainable and just supply of food
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and other necessities of life for everybody worldwide would be changes in the
mode of production and living of affluent countries, rather than hoped-for future
technological innovations to further improve productivity.
Of course, this proposition is not uncontested. Another purported solution for
overcoming the challenges regarding emissions and available land area for a future
bioeconomy is the concept of circular bioeconomy, a currently fashionable answer
for how to ensure ‘resource-efficient biomass use’ (Stegmann et al., 2020) and ‘move
our societies beyond the limits to growth’ (Leipold and Petit-Boix, 2018: 1125).
The circular economy is one of the main cornerstones of the European Green Deal
(European Commission, 2019: 7–9; Simon, 2019). Among its core principles are
cascading use of resources, recycling, efficiency and waste management, combined
into a policy imaginary that enables a renewal of the promise of reconciling growth
and sustainability. This notion is fundamentally challenged as a ‘policy legend’ by
Giampietro and Funtowicz (2020; see also Giampietro, 2019), who argue that the
concept itself contains a ‘logical contradiction’ by at the same time acknowledging
the dependence of any economy on nature and promoting a ‘business model
guaranteeing a full decoupling of the economy from natural resources’ as the solution
(Giampietro and Funtowicz, 2020: 64). Counter to such ‘economics of technological
promises’ (Levidow et al. 2019), they reject the circular economy along with any
other vision promising ‘green economic growth’, instead calling for ‘a post-growth
caring economy’ is the only realistic solution (Giampietro and Funtowicz, 2020:
70). The account of the German bioeconomy given by Bringezu et al. may be seen as
part of the process of scaling down expectations needed for wealthy societies to come
to terms with this insight – it renders cornucopian visions increasingly less credible
(although readings detecting the possibility of ‘circular growth’ in their findings retain
some plausibility). The further bioeconomy research advances into these foundational
dimensions of the bioeconomy, the more the specter of its denied ancestor
Georgescu-Roegen seems to return (Vivien et al. 2019). It is clear that the fossil sector
will need to be discontinued, but it is hardly imaginable that the bio-based sectors
could provide substitute resources at anything like a comparable scale (Krausmann
and Fischer-Kowalski, 2010) – especially when considering that the bioeconomy itself
will need to be thoroughly transformed to be able to function in a sustainable, postfossil way (Vivien et al. 2019; Giampietro 2019; D’Amato et al., 2017).
The biophysical processes discussed here are also addressed by Hausknost et al.
(2017) as a third level of analysis (see figure 2): By modelling three scenarios of a
low-carbon bioeconomy for their case – Austria – and locating them in terms of their
respective reliance on technology and (non-)growth, they match the ‘techno-political
options-space’ of the strategies and stakeholder perceptions to the ‘biophysical
option-space of society’ as a frame of reference for their modelling outcomes (ibid.:
14-17). The core reality check derived from this exercise, which is quite in line
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with the claims of Giampietro and others as well as with the more critical readings
the German bioeconomy monitoring report allows, is that the ‘Milky Way’ of the
first two levels, and in particular the visions of the official bioeconomy strategies,
by far miss the mark of biophysical reality. A huge gap exists between the officially
promoted narratives of the bioeconomy and the possible realities indicated by system
modelling procedures. None of the models indicated that trajectories anywhere near
the ‘sustainable capital’ quadrant – or, for that matter, an ‘eco-growth’ scenario, were
biophysically feasible: ‘all viable options for a low-carbon bioeconomy in Austria
are necessarily tied to a rather substantial politics of sufficiency, without which the
limited biogenic resources will not suffice to keep a bioeconomy going’ (ibid.: 16).

Figure 2: ‘Option space’ of the bioeconomy including all levels of analysis (Hausknost et al. 2017:
16).

4. Bioeconomy as a societal transformation: Mentalities,
conflicts, social practices
As we have demonstrated, the promises of technology-driven economic growth
advanced by proponents of the bioeconomy have been the subject of intense
contestation and serious challenges at all of the three levels of analysis distinguished
by Hausknost et al. (2017). Rather than a technological magic bullet holding the
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key to solving many of mankind’s vital problems and opening the door to limitless
further increases in wealth and well-being, the bioeconomy seems to be shrinking to
size: It increasingly appears as one piece in the puzzle of larger societal, rather than
merely economic and technological, solutions to the challenges of combating climate
disaster, preserving biodiversity, and ensuring justice and equality on a global level.
Moreover, it is becoming increasingly evident that these concerns cannot be validly
addressed and legitimately catered to by technoscientific ‘innovation’ alone,
as the technological determinism of promissory bioeconomy discourse would have
it. Solving ‘problems’ and improving people’s lot, it turns out, is a thoroughly
political issue, which societies considering themselves ‘democratic’ cannot, at peril
of losing legitimacy, primarily assign to the market and to companies’ purported
superior innovative capacities. The broader post-fossil transformation that a multiply
humbled, ‘reality-checked’ bioeconomy will be but a part of must be both socially
just and environmentally sustainable on a global level if it is to succeed, and the
criteria for justice and sustainability cannot be imposed by scientists and politicians
(or even by some seemingly unavoidable technological fate), but need to be the
matter of open and inclusive societal debate and political contestation. The strength
of the analytical approach proposed by Hausknost et al. (2017) is that it foregrounds
the existence of alternatives in a multidimensional ‘option space’ and the processes
of contestation as well as the contradictions between ideas and realities. As a way
to proceed for sociological inquiry into the state and perspectives of bioeconomic,
post-fossil change, we therefore propose to build on this conception, but go one step
further and apply the analytic to the level of the population as a whole.
Ultimately, the prospects for the kind of far-reaching transformation that is
gradually being recognized as necessary as a consequence of the different reality
checks launched toward the bioeconomy depend on the balance of power in
society. The shape of future post-fossil economies is not a matter of policymakers
‘understanding’ and acting in line with some definite scientific truth, but a crucial
issue for democratic deliberation and transformative struggles for visions of a just
and sustainable future that must be compatible with biophysical reality, but also
established as achievable and desirable in processes of political contestation and
experienced changes in societal practice. The language of ‚stakeholders‘ that pervades
the bioeconomy discourse sidelines the fact that the question of societies’ future
resource base knows no ‘non-stakeholders’ – it is a political question of the utmost
importance for the future of society as a whole, the answers to which will be highly
consequential for everybody, including future generations.
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From ‘acceptance’ to mentalities
So far, however, this level of broader societal involvement is mainly addressed in socalled ‘acceptance research’, which tends to narrow down the role of the public to
that of consumers and the involvement of citizens to a matter of passive consumer
or electoral choice. Rather than conceiving of people as social and political agents
actively involved in shaping the transformation, the vision underlying such research
tends to depoliticize the role of citizens, reducing them to ‘rule takers’ that may
choose between different ready-made products or policy options offered to them
by companies and political parties. Typically, ‘acceptance’ studies approach the
people interviewed in focus groups, ‘Q methodology’ exercises or surveys from this
angle, trying to gauge factors that foster or inhibit openness to the purchase and
consumption of bio-based products among the population (Hempel et al., 2019a,
2019b; Lynch et al., 2017; Rudolph, 2018; Sijtsema et al., 2016) or assessing the
degree to which contemporary scientific and technological developments are seen
as desirable (ZIRIUS, 2020). One example is the study by Hempel et al. (Hempel
et al., 2019a, 2019b), which combines all three of the methods mentioned. They
find a high degree of heterogeneity regarding people’s opinions about bioeconomy,
techno-political preferences and environmentally relevant habits and practices of their
respondents. Based on this, the authors make a distinction between three groups
holding different views on the bioeconomy, called ‘sufficiency and close relation to
nature’, ‘technological progress’ and ‘not at all costs’ (Hempel et al., 2019: 45). From
the differences in these groups’ opinions regarding the role of politics, biotechnology,
circular economy and related issues, they conclude that different forms of political
communication are necessary and that adequate solutions should be offered to
address the differing expectations and gain the acceptance of the respective groups.
Like many other studies in this tradition, they also diagnose a lack of information
and knowledge among the population, which they consider a hindrance to forming a
more informed public opinion about the bioeconomy as such (ibid.: 46). They plead
for more dialogue and open communication regarding potential risks and limits of
the bioeconomy in order to overcome the ‘knowledge gap’ and gain acceptance for
bioeconomy and transition processes. They also find the role of personal practices
and changes in consumption behaviour (e.g. meat consumption) as well as fears of
rising prices for e.g. energy consumption to be particularly controversial subjects that
should be politically addressed in adequate ways, as mere pledges for reduction and
sufficiency might be regarded as paternalism (ibid.: 47). An interesting finding is that
many of the respondents drew a false connection between the term ‘bioeconomy’
and mostly positively connoted concepts of organic farming and food production
(probably aided by the fact that organic products are typically labelled as ‘bio’ in
German) (ibid.: 48) – a result that, probably unintentionally, lends supports to the
argument made by Vivien et al. (2019) about the ‘hijacking of the bioeconomy’.
This study provides a typical example of how acceptance research tends to view
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reservations expressed towards the bioeconomy not as an expression of actual,
serious objection to the products, technologies or policies at hand – or even to
the assumption that any kind of transformation is necessary at all –, but rather as
exposing ‘problems of acceptance’ of something that researchers and politicians
already know with certainty to be necessary, which need to be overcome by means of
marketing, communication and education, or by technological innovation.
Beyond such rather instrumentally oriented acceptance research, social scientific
work on the different socially specific ways of perceiving, evaluating and practically
contributing to or counteracting processes of change toward bio-based and post-fossil
ways of producing and living, as well as on the forms of conflict and contestation
that evolve around this is scant. Most immediately relevant are studies on socioecological inequalities and conflicts around local manifestations of the bioeconomy,
mostly in the Global South, such as the case studies produced by the junior research
group BioInequalities, that give rich accounts of what the agro-industrial production
systems that ‘bioeconomy’ stands for in those countries cause for inequalities of
working conditions, income and social security or workers’ and residents’ health, as
well as of the global dependencies and power relations these situations are embedded
in (Backhouse and Lehmann, 2019; Puder, 2019; Tittor and Backhouse, 2019; Tittor
and Toledo López, 2020). What these qualitative studies show is how reservations,
opposition and open resistance against economic practices and the use of technologies
promoted under the rubrum of the bioeconomy are not expressions of irrational
aversions, but the product of the collective social experience of communities that
directly experience and engage with the consequences of ‘bioeconomic’ change in
their everyday lives. Acknowledging that bioeconomic transitions are part of broader
post-fossil transformations of course opens the door to situate this specific research
in the context of broader efforts to understand the dynamics of contestation and
struggle that unfold around a multitude of dimensions and local instances of such
transformative processes – or indeed, of communities actively calling for them against
the interests of businesses and governments7. What such work renders very clear is
that in many cases, it is actually affected citizens and local grassroots movements
that advocate the post-fossil, sustainability-oriented transformation that bioeconomy
strategies promise – against the organized power and entrenched interests of the
companies often portrayed as its key actors.
In affluent European societies, such open contestation and struggles has so far
mostly remained the exception rather than the norm. Yet here too, the different ways
people perceive and practically engage with manifestations of ‘the bioeconomy’ are
not a matter of individual psychology to be resolved or ‘managed’ by educational
7 See, for example, the impressive range of examples collected by the EJOLT project at https://ejatlas.
org/.
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campaigning, but expressions of embodied collective experience that need to be
understood as position-takings in the ongoing conflict around the future trajectory
of European societies. Social and political tensions around the issue of postfossil transformations, for example in the field of energy transitions, are brewing
(Eversberg, 2020c), and at times escalating (Eichenauer, 2018; Eichenauer et al.,
2018; Neukirch, 2018, 2016; Weber and Cabras, 2017).
Sociological research that aims at a fuller understanding of the dynamics of
contestation around the bioeconomy as part of larger conflicts surrounding socialecological transformation, we suggest, needs to more systematically take into account
these looming and mounting tensions between the mentalities and habitual patterns
of practice of different social groups, which tend to remain ‘under the radar’ of
analyses focused on policies or the direct involvement of organized ‘stakeholders’,
but that are crucially important for the prospects of such transformation within
democratic societies. Here too, the ‘option space’ proposed by Hausknost et al.
provides a helpful starting point. Where in the option space are the ideas shared
by majorities today, and how does this relate to the stakeholder constellations and
the powerful interests mapped in the work of Hausknost et al. and others? It would
be a mere scholastic exercise to try to determine what social groups or parts of the
population are ‘for’ or ‘against the bioeconomy’ – yet adding the mentalities of the
broader population as a fourth level of analysis and mapping out how the stances of
different social groups relate in the two-dimensional space can offer an idea of what
visions of ‘bioeconomy’ are seen as desirable or undesirable in different sectors of the
populace, and of how this constellation relates to those on the three levels discussed
by Hausknost et al. (2017) themselves.
How people cognitively, affectively and practically relate to specific issues and
challenges such as those posed by the concepts and practices associated with
the bioeconomy is not a matter of spontaneous choice in specific situations or
determined by narrowly defined ‘preferences’ that can be separated from their
views, beliefs and habits with respect to other matters. Rather, from the perspective
proposed here, opinions voiced on and actions taken toward those concepts and
practices are expressions of incorporated dispositions, or patterns of perception,
evaluation and action that are acquired through biographical experience and, taken
together, form the overall structure of what we, by reference to a long tradition in
German sociology (Geiger, 1972; Vester et al., 2001), call mentalities, but might
equally well describe in Bourdieu’s (Bourdieu, 1990, 1984) terms as habitus. As
habits of seeing, feeling and acting acquired during lived experience under certain
socially typical conditions of existence, mentalities render people capable of
creative, yet structured verbal and practical responses to novel, unfamiliar questions
and situations, by applying a repertoire of habitual tactics acquired in the course
of previous experience. What provides orientation to actors and structures the
regularities observed in the social world is the relationality of those dispositions and
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the tactics they generate – without conscious reflection, people are immediately
aware even in contexts completely new to them what and who they are intuitively
close to and what they feel distant from; similar dispositions are sought and aligned
with, conflicting ones shunned and opposed. Understanding the tensions and
conflicts that arise around societal transformations such as the ones at hand in the
bioeconomy debate thus requires what the relevant mutually conflicting perceptions,
feelings and practices in the respective field are, how they are related to the different
socioeconomic contexts for which they are typical, and how the differences and
tensions play out in social interaction.
From bioeconomic to socio-ecological ‘option space’
The model offered by Hausknost et al. (2017), with its two intersecting dimensions,
conceived as continua along which such relational tensions can be assumed to exist,
lends itself particularly well to this perspective. In the remainder of this section, we
want to demonstrate for the case of Germany how this fourth level of analysis can
be conceived of, by drawing on analyses conducted using the dataset of the survey
Environmental Consciousness in Germany 2018, the latest instalment of a biannual
survey commissioned by the Federal Ministry of the Environment (BMU) and the
Federal Environmental Agency (UBA) (Rubik et al., 2019). The representative survey
with just over 2000 respondents includes a range of questions concerning socioecological attitudes, socio-environmentally relevant practices, and sociodemographic
data, as well as a number of items concerning respondents’ stances and practices
regarding questions of energy and the transformation of the energy system in
Germany (Energiewende).
Based on these assumptions, we used the responses to the complete set of 36
statements on socio-ecologically relevant attitudes that survey participants were asked
to rate to construct a typology of eleven different kinds of socio-ecological mentality,
which we found could be grouped into three broad ‘camps’:8
1. An ecosocial camp, comprising around a third of the population, which
encompasses social groups characterized by clearly pro-ecological, growthskeptical and pro-transformative dispositions. People in this camp tend to
identify with far-reaching ideas of a post-fossil transformation not only of the
economy, but also of the prevailing mode of living.
2. A liberal-escalatory camp of around 40 %, holding mostly contented and
optimistic views, consumerist attitudes and positive stances on economic
8 For a detailed description of the procedures and a comprehensive account of the results, see Eversberg (2020c). For a comparable exercise using the dataset of the same survey’s 2016 edition, see Eversberg (2020a, 2020b).
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growth. Although the dominant self-image is one of openness to progress
and change, ideas about transformations that could impact on one’s personal
mode of living are eyed with reluctance. Prospects of changes in the material
and institutional makeup of European societies are only seen as acceptable if
they promise to come with ongoing economic growth and increasing material
prosperity, making this a key constituency for narratives of ‘green growth’ and
the promissory discourses around the bioeconomy.
3. And an authoritarian-fossilist camp that comprises up to a quarter of
the population. The mentalities of this camp are dominated by feelings
of loss and the perception of omnipresent threats as well as by fervent
opposition to any kind of change. The ideal these groups aspire to seems
to be the unconditional preservation of the status quo, or even a return to
outdated economic and social models of the 20th century, which is of course
irreconcilable with most ideas of a bio-based transition. None of the kinds of
societal vision offered by the bioeconomy discourse are therefore likely to find
much support in this camp.
As these very short descriptions suggest, the comprehensive patterns of mentalities
that this style of analysis allows us to discern provide an overarching logic according
to which we can formulate at least reasoned expectations about how people will
evaluate and position themselves toward different ideas about future societal
transformation as discussed in the bioeconomy debate, even though questions
specifically addressing the bioeconomy were not asked in the survey.9 The dataset
does, however, provide a number of items on respondents’ evaluations of economic
growth as well as of technology, which we used to construct indices for their
positions on both issues, allowing us to provisionally locate individuals and groups
of respondents on the two axes of Hausknost et al.’s (2017) option space.10 The fact
9 A large set of questions concerning agriculture was asked in a second wave of the survey, but to a
different group of respondents. Although here, too, the bioeconomy was not explicitly mentioned,
many of those items could have provided more specific indications as to respondents’ views and evaluations of many issues more concretely associated with the bioeconomy. However, since that second
wave did not contain many of the items on attitudes and practices that our analyses are based on, that
data could not be used. In a survey planned for 2021 as part of the work of our own group, we aim
to remedy this problem and focus the whole set of questions around people’s perceptions, evaluations
and practices in relation to the bio-based economy within the broader context of post-fossil transformations. This will then also allow us to come up with a more focused and robust representation of the
relations sketched out here.
10 The index for belief in or skepticism toward growth was constructed using the statements “We
need more economic growth in the future, even if it is at the expense of the environment”; “There are
natural limits to growth that our industrialized world has long run up against”; “We need to find ways
to live well independently of economic growth”; “For the benefit of the environment we should all
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that we can only determine stances on growth and technology in a very generic sense,
without specific reference to biotech and bioeconomy is certainly a limitation to be
kept in mind when interpreting the results – but since among the general population,
we cannot assume that questions of bioeconomy are seen and evaluated in isolation
from other dimensions of societal change, they provide a reasonably good proxy to
depart from for an initial analysis.
Three ‘camps’ along the ‘milky way’
Figure 3 indicates the mean positions of the different types of mentalities found
in our cluster analyses,11 as well of the three broad ‘camps’ they were grouped into,
within the space thus constructed. What is immediately evident is that the same
‘milky way’-like structure that Hausknost et al. (2017) found for the visions expressed
in official bioeconomy strategies and by experts and stakeholders replicates itself in
a very similar way when assessing the corresponding mentalities found among the
broader population. This may be taken to indicate that the constellation within the
more narrowly defined bioeconomy debate as mapped in said paper, with its tension
between orientations supporting high-tech, growth-focused models of ‘sustainable
capital’ on the one and critics advocating sufficiency- and agroecology-based ideas
of ‘eco-retreat’ on the other hand, with moderate intermediary stances mediating
between the extremes, reflects a more general structuring opposition between
mutually opposed socio-ecological mentalities, or in other words: a broader line of
socio-ecological conflict, among the population at large.

be prepared to reduce our standard of living” and “I trust in the forces of the free market. The market
will ensure that what needs to change will change”. For the index for belief in technology, we used the
following items: “In agriculture, less artificial fertilizer and chemical toxins should be used”; “When
in doubt, what should be the priority: Environmental protection or technological progress?”; “I use
digital technology to control devices in my household” and “I am keen to always have the newest
technology”. All responses were recoded to values between 0 and 1 and their polarity reversed where
appropriate.
11 The 30 subcategories included here are displayed merely to indicate the overall distribution and
the degree of spread along both axes within each of the camps. Characterisations for all of them can
obviously not be provided here, but are available in Eversberg (2020a). The signs marking their mean
positions indicate which of the three cluster analyses each of them originate from, while the colors
show which camp they were assigned to.
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Figure 3: The socioecological ‚option space’ in the mentalities of the German population – 30
subgroups and three broad camps, centers of gravity

Not only to bioeconomy experts, but also to most citizens, broadly critical or broadly
positive stances on both technology and economic growth are closely connected,
rather than mutually independent. The diagonal ‘milky way’ thus reveals a very
basic disagreement of orientations concerning the approach to dealing with socioecological challenges and the ways that societal nature relations as well as humans’
capacities for changing those relations are conceived of. The tension manifests
between those sectors and forces in society believing in imminent and unavoidable
technological innovation as the driver of change and solution to all problems, while
perceiving established modes of living, power relations and economic arrangements
as immutable, and those advocating social innovation, democratic political decisionmaking on the futures socially desired and thorough changes to those relations while
avoiding the escalating risks associated with unchecked, market-driven introduction
of technologies. In other words, the basic conflict is one between an economistic,
technoscientifically centered and an ecosocial political vision of societal change.12
What is interesting in his context is that the locations of the different subcategories of
both the authoritarian-fossilist and the liberal-escalatory camp spread out far along the
12 Hausknost et al. (2017) seem to be concerned that the effectively one-dimensional structure of
actual discourse within the option space may also be a problem for serious political debate around the
question what kind of socially embedded use of biotechnology may be acceptable or necessary even for
a society that consciously embarks on a democratically planned sufficiency-oriented transformation.
This concern seems similarly valid at the level of the broader population.
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diagonal ‘milky way’, while those of the ecosocial camp appear rather tightly bundled
in the lower left. This points to a greater degree of coherence and commonality
among the different mentalities making up that camp compared to the other two: the
ecosocial camp is very clearly and unanimously positioned in the conflict, while the
others seem more divided.
It should be noted that the axes of the coordinate system, each drawn to separate
one half of the respondents from the other, intersect at very low values,13 indicating
that the majority of respondents is quite critical of economic growth and even more
unenthusiastic about technology.14 One might thus wonder why a thorough socioecological transformation toward sufficiency and simplicity has not long occurred,
given that it seems to be the will of a significant majority. One reason for the lack
thereof is certainly that such verbal support often ends in the face of impending
actual changes to one’s accustomed practices, another, arguably more important one
is that the most economically powerful and socially influential groups among the
survey’s participants are much more likely to be found in the liberal-escalatory camp
and at the upper right end of the spectrum. Not only the critical literature on the
bioeconomy (Birch, 2017a, 2006; Birch and Tyfield, 2013; Levidow et al., 2019)
suggests that the organized interests, economic power and political influence of
capital in the bioeconomy as well as in almost all other sectors, which simply don’t
map here, even more heavily skew the power balance in that direction.
Another parallel with the space of stakeholder positions as mapped out by Hausknost
et al. is that there are hardly any types of mentality located in the upper left and lower
right quadrants. The only subcategory diverging to the upper left is a cluster called
‘Ecosocial transformative optimism’ – a mentality mostly found among very young
and highly educated respondents with a strong penchant for activism, which might
be seen as the ideal typical mindset of the ‘Fridays for Future’ protests. Should this be

13 Both indices are scaled to a range between 0 and 1. A respondent fully rejecting economic growth
as well as technology in all respects will thus score 0 on both axes, one fully affirming both will score 1
on each, marking the two extremes of the diagonal. The median point of the horizontal at just below
0.3 indicates that the average respondent moderately rejected each statement that affirmed economic
growth.
14 This is consistent with previous research showing that pro-ecological statements tend to be overwhelmingly affirmed in such surveys. It should not be taken as an indication that most Germans are
fervent ecologists, but has a lot to do with social desirability effects. In the context of the relational approach applied here, however, it is of limited consequence for the further interpretation of results, since what is interesting here is not the ’face value’ of the opinions expressed, but the mutual differences
among the patterns of these opinions found among the respondents: What’s relevant is not so much
that there is a broad tendency to agree with certain ideas, but how the relations between those agreeing
most and those agreeing least play out, and how they correlate with differences in socio-demographic
characteristics and patterns of practices.
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more than a contingent result,15 finding this group in the quadrant that Hausknost
et al. 2017 named ‘planned transitions’ does seem to fit in with the calls of the new
climate movement for strong state action to tackle climate disaster and a much more
political and planned mode of dealing with the crisis. If anything can be said about
the bottom right sector, it seems to be predominantly a domain of mentalities we call
‘inert’ – attitudinal patterns that include an habitual, commonsensical affirmation
of growth to some degree, but combined with an equally habitualized distance from
technology and the kinds of adaptive pressures associated with it. Not much seems
to signal the existence of a constituency for the kind of ‘Eco-Growth’ option that
Hausknost et al. associate with this quadrant.
It seems apparent from these few details that the names assigned to the quadrants
of the bioeconomic option space do not quite fit the orientations within the socioecological option space mapped out here. Considering the different kinds of imaginary
of the desired societal trajectory associated with each, we suggest to call the growthand techno-optimist upper right sector ‘technoeconomic advance’, the opposed
lower left ‘less is more’, the lower right ‘growth by whatever means’ and the upper
left ‘sufficient progress’.
One more consequence of shifting the level of analysis to the general population
warrants noting: Once the focus is widened beyond the immediate actors and
experts of the bioeconomy, ‘fossilist’ attitudes rejecting any kind of turn toward a
more strongly bio-based economy are pervasive – concentrating not on the fringes,
but in the center of the space. At first sight it might be surprising to some to find
the authoritarian fossilist camp in the center, and thus relatively close to its mutually
perceived antipode, the ecosocial camp, but on closer inspection this is not without
reason, as the specific differences constituting the two correlated dimensions of this
space play out in a way that the ecosocial and the liberal-escalatory camps appear as
opposing poles. Clearly, it requires a greater technological optimism to believe in biobased solutions to mounting problems than to insist on coal- and oil-based business
as usual regardless of the environmental consequences.16
15 Given the questions used to construct the index for technological optimism, this cluster’s location
on the vertical may simply be an expression of a generationally specific greater personal affinity for
digital technologies. More detailed data is needed to substantiate this.
16 In a certain sense, the ‘sandwiched’ position of fossilism in between the other two camp might
also be seen to reflect the fact that even in bioeconomy-related discourse, the boundaries between
advocacy for a fully bio-based economy and one still burning fossil fuels to some extent while technologically mediating the climatic impact are not always quite clear. After all, the field of ‘carbon capture
and usage’, not least as a basic material to be metabolized by microorganisms, has recently advanced to
become a relevant subsector of the promissory life sciences. The highly entropic nature of CO2 renders
the prospects of its actual economically reasonable use and processing without phenomenal inputs of
external energy extremely doubtful, and reality checks of the ‘resource and energy flows’ type seem imminent, but the material for the promissory machine of bioeconomic discourse to turn into a resource
for further growth is there. In this sense, the spatial constellation may also be taken to illustrate the
different, diametrically opposed directions in which both camps imagine the ‘post-’ in post-fossilism:
As driving the fossilist logic of techno-driven advance beyond itself toward a ‘more-fossil-than-fossil’
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In terms of how the interrelations of the different levels of the option space are
to be conceived of theoretically, it can be concluded that the bioeconomic option
space should not be thought of as depicting a subsector of this greater socioecological
option space (for instance, a zoomed-in subsection located in the lower left), but as
a relatively autonomous, yet homologous field (Bourdieu, 1996a, 1996b; Martin,
2003), in which debates, political contestation and decision-making around
possible trajectories of bio-based transformations are taking place among a limited
set of actors and according to its own logic, but not in total disconnection from
the relations of power prevailing in the broader political field as well as among the
population as a whole. Within this field, positions all across the societal spectrum
from the most growth- and techno-pessimist to the most optimist mentalities on
both counts are represented. The common belief that unites all actors in that field
(or, in Bourdieu’s terms, the illusio) is that some kind of bio-based transformation
is desirable or necessary. This excludes from the option space of the bioeconomic
field the fossilist and anti-transformative ‘business as usual’ options openly or tacitly
supported by most of the authoritarian fossilist and probably also by parts of the
liberal-escalatory camp.

Figure 4: The socioecological ‚option space’ in the mentalities of the German population – four
significantly correlated factors of socio-ecological attitudes

Not surprisingly, the diagonal ‚milky way‘ along which the ideal typical mentalities
distinguished in our analysis are distributed is also closely correlated with a number
of the dimensions of socio-ecological attitudes that the types were constructed
future in the case of the liberal-escalatory, as reversing it toward a both material and logical de-fossilization in the case of the ecosocial camp.
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from: Rejection of or indifference to ecosocial ideas, resistance to societal change
and consumerist attitudes concentrate in the upper right, while pro-ecological
dispositions, support for ecosocial reform and anti-consumerism increase toward the
bottom left. What is interesting with regard to the issues of societal transformation
at hand is that there is an equally strong correlation with an additional factor, based
on items that were not used in constructing the types or the axes displayed here,
that captures respondents stances’ on the post-fossil transformation of the energy
system (Energiewende) as an abstract concept. This implies that belief in both growth
and technology is not typically associated with support, but rather with principled
rejection of the kinds of change that come with attempts to rebuild societal
infrastructures on a post-fossil, sustainable basis.

Figure 5: The socioecological ‚option space’ in the mentalities of the German population –
significant correlations with selected sociodemographic attributes

Figure 5 gives some indications as to how support for the different possible scenarios
of post-fossil transformation, or opposition to any such transformation, is distributed
among different socio-demographic categories. Again, significant differences play
out almost exclusively along the diagonal from lower left to upper right. Options
implying a departure from economic growth and an orientation toward low-tech
or agro-ecological solutions thus seem to be more in line with the orientations of
women, pensioners and older age groups (over 60), people in contingent employment
situations or with no paid employment, and those with low household incomes
between 1000 and 1500 €. At the other end of the spectrum, growth-oriented and
technology-based trajectories are more often favoured among men, among the very
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young17 (and especially among those still in education) as well as those in full-time
employment, and in high-income households.18 Among the latter, however, nothing
indicates that techno-optimist visions of a solar- and biotech-based post-fossilism
play a greater role than mentalities that prioritise growth and technological progress
regardless of the material base on which it may be achieved or of the ecological and
social cost.19

17 Considering the recent wave of climate protest led predominantly by young people, this appears
counterintuitive. One reason for this result is probably that young people are generally more open to
new technologies than their elders, structurally shifting them upward (and older age groups downward) here. Another is that the young generation does seem split into highly pro-ecologically minded
and highly indifferent factions (Eversberg, 2020a). In addition, one could argue that the survey was
carried out before the start of the school strikes and the initiation of the Fridays for Future movement
– hence, the massive mobilization and politicization of that age group had not yet started. We will
need to wait for the 2020 version of the study in order to identify possible effects of the increasing
politicization of the climate issue (not only) among the young generation.
18 What is especially striking, although not statistically significant, is that the professional category of
self-employed farmers, which comprises only five respondents, constitutes an extreme outlier at the far
pro-technological and growth-optimistic end. Given their very small number this may well be an artifact. But if, as Hausknost et al. suggest, there is a controversy within the field of agriculture between
a ‘sustainable capital’ model of highly industrialized and biotech-based agriculture on the one and an
organic ‘eco-growth’ option on the other hand, the five farmers in the sample seem very clearly in favor
of the first, to the point of discounting the ‘sustainable’ aspect in favor of greater growth and profits.
The self-employed farmers are also much more fossilist in orientation than any other occupational
group or sociodemographic category.
19 To make clearer distinctions here, a third axis to the socio-ecological option space would be
needed: one that represents the continuum between ‘fossilist’ attitudes aiming to preserve existing
fossil-based modes of production and living even at the price of further escalating socio-ecological
crises, and post-fossil mentalities affirming the necessity of a swift departure from coal, oil and gas. A
provisional calculation of an index for (post-)fossilist attitudes suggests that third axis is again strongly
correlated with the first two, and that the common sense among respondents decisively leans toward
the post-fossil end of the spectrum. Men and the full-time employed again significantly lean toward
fossilism, women and the precarious or out-of-work toward post-fossilism. Those under thirty years
of age are also significantly more post-fossilist, while those between 30 and 40 are the most fossilist in
orientation. As may be expected, the mentalities of the authoritarian-fossilist camp clearly tend toward
a more strongly fossilist attitude, and those of the ecosocial camp are consistently post-fossilist. The
liberal-escalatory camp, however, while leaning toward fossilism in its overall average, appears as split:
while a number of subtypes here are among the most radically fossilist, the radically growth-skeptical
proecological center as well as the contented-consumerist clusters yielded by all three analyses are significantly more post-fossilist than average. This split within the liberal-escalatory camp appears highly
relevant to how the camps may realign in future conflicts around climate policy and de-fossilization.
Further exploration of this third dimension will need to be postponed to future work. One question to
discuss at the workshop could be whether we should use this dimension to substitute for the technology dimension altogether when further developing the paper, given the distortions caused by the way
the latter is constructed.
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In light of the overall constellation, it does not come as much of a surprise that
the more optimistic orientations toward technology and economic growth are also
significantly associated with a higher CO2 footprint. This highlights another aspect of
the underlying societal line of conflict: Hoping for tech-based solutions to ecological
problems and a reconciliation between growth and environmental protection is
typically a mental coping strategy of those whose resource- and emissions- intensive
modes of living would most likely be strongly impacted by the more radical, agroecological and sufficiency-oriented concepts of a transformation. As the locations
of the three ‘camps’ within the space as well as the distribution of average CO2
footprints across the camps suggests – the mean calculated individually attributable
footprint of people in the liberal-escalatory camp is two thirds of a ton higher than the
overall mean of six tons, that of respondents in the ecosocial camp is more than half
a ton below average, and the authoritarian fossilist camp lies in between – this ‘hard’,
interest-based dimension of the conflict primarily plays out between the materially
affluent and socially secure groups gathered in the liberal-escalatory camp and the
more economically precarious and socially burdened segments of the ecosocial camp.

Figure 6: The socioecological ‚option space’ in the mentalities of the German population –
significant correlations with socioecologically relevant practices

Finally, figure 6 depicts a number of socio-ecologically relevant practices reported
in the survey that are significantly associated with typical locations in the space.
These, too, are mostly aligned along the diagonal. The pattern renders evident that
the tension between ideas of transformation centered around sufficiency and social
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adaptation and imaginaries of technology- and growth-based solutions not only
correlates with inequalities of gender and socioeconomic status, but also maps onto
clearly distinct patterns of everyday practice, or modes of living. As may be expected
from the CO2 footprints, people expressing more growth-critical and technoskeptic attitudes are much more likely to engage in all kinds of resource-light and
ecologically compatible activities, both of the intentional type (active involvement,
ethical consumption) and of the kind more often imposed by material restrictions
(no flights, no car, low electricity consumption). Conversely, the upper-right sector
displays a concentration of particularly high-impact practices (frequent flights,
driving, high meat consumption), explicit rejection of pro-ecological involvement,
and consumer choices without consideration of the eco-social consequences. While
there is not a single practice associated with above-average belief in growth, but
less-than average trust in technology, there are a few points significantly diverging
from the diagonal toward the upper left, i.e. that tend to be connected with ideas of
‘advancing toward sufficiency’. All of these are related to the technical aspects of the
ongoing energy transition: Financially supporting renewable energy projects, holding
a share in an energy cooperative, participating in public planning procedures – and,
perhaps surprisingly, engaging in activism against new wind turbines or power grid
extensions. All of these are very rare practices reported by consistently less than 5% of
respondents, indicating that there is a small community of people actively involved in
shaping – or contesting – socio-ecological transformation on a practical, technological
level, but also that this type of activism so far remains marginal and only weakly
connected to the mainstream of the pro-ecologically minded parts of the population.
At the same time, this might also imply that at least some of those currently opposing
the concrete manifestations of the Energiewende in their mostly rural environments
and often claiming environmentalist motives may actually be ready to accept even
broader transformations in their local context if these are credibly part of a societywide plan that fairly distributes burdens and benefits, especially between urban and
rural areas.
Interim conclusions
From this analysis of people’s active position-takings and emergent tensions within
the socio-ecological option space of post-fossil transformation, we can take away at
least three main insights:
•
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If and when it becomes increasingly evident that a transformation toward an
economy that can do without fossil sources of materials and energy cannot be
achieved by technical means alone, but will require significant adaptive efforts
concerning the mode of production and living that most of the population is
accustomed to, then the social forces that actively support it are most likely
to come from the parts of the population adhering to a ‘less is more’ vision
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(lower left of the space), and particularly the ecosocial camp, while resistance
may be expected particularly from those still firmly attached to an imaginary
of ‘technoscientific advance’ (upper right), i.e. certain segments of the liberalescalatory as well as of the authoritarian fossilist camps (see figures 3 and 4).
•

The relations displayed in Figure 5 provide at least some initial indications
that the tension between different concepts and imaginaries of possible
future socio-ecological trajectories is structured by several lines of social
inequality: It is a gendered tension, a tension between ways of life centered
around paid employment and ones on the fringes or outside the labor market,
and a tension between the affluent and those in more precarious material
situations.20

•

What our analysis has demonstrated in a number of respects is that questions
of inequality and justice along a whole number of intersecting dimensions
are no less important for the chances of success of any bio-based and postfossil transformation than the technicalities of how it is to be implemented
(Backhouse and Tittor, 2019). This, however, requires that transformation
is pursued as the result of a democratically negotiated, participatory and
adaptive plan, rather than as the result of democratically unchecked market
forces that cannot be held to account for equal democratic participation and
a fair distribution of both gains and burdens. Inequality and injustice blocks
transformation, and equal participation can only be achieved politically,
not by leaving things to the market. In this respect, unilaterally innovationcentered visions of bioeconomic development that place all hope in startups
and impending biotechnological breakthroughs are inherently at odds with
the needs of affected citizens – both locally and in distant regions linked up
by supply chains – for democratic participation and self-determination.

In general, the analysis presented here has shown that the ultimate onedimensionality (i.e. the close correlation of views on growth and technology) of
the maps of the discourse and the field of actors produced by Hausknost et al.
(2017) also holds for the general population. This may be taken to indicate that the
disagreements around questions of growth and technology that structure debates
in the bioeconomic policy field are part of a larger, homologous conflict around
the shape of future societal nature relations that lingers in society at large. What
enters the picture at this level, however, is the role of persistently fossilist mentalities,
practices and structures in that conflict. Fossilist orientations, which are effectively
opposed to any type of bio-based economy at all, are off the radar in Hausknost et
al.’s (ibid.) accounts, but continue to play an important role at the level of attitudes
20 The generational aspect that the graph seems to suggest should be viewed with care, however (see
note 11).
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and everyday practices of the general population. In our mapping, they are present
through the way we have constructed the typology of mentalities.21
The center of the coordinate system in our graphs is not at a neutral position on
technology and growth, but significantly skewed toward the skeptical side in both
dimensions. This mirrors the findings from specifically bioeconomy-related survey
research, which consistently diagnose overwhelming support for most goals and
aspects of a bio-based economy (Hempel et al., 2019a; ZIRIUS, 2020). It could be
taken to indicate that, as Chan et al. (2020) suggest, the values to motivate support
for a broader ecosocial transformation are indeed present among large parts of
the population, but what is needed are policies enabling them to act accordingly.
Yet, this should also be viewed with caution, as it seems likely that the ostensible
majorities for transformation in fact hide the more deep-seated, entrenched structures
of unsustainability and persistent fossil patterns at the level of practices (‘attitudebehaviour gap’) as well as in the inner structure of contemporary subjectivities
(Blühdorn et al., 2020). The relational approach we propose provides a holistic
perspective from which to assess these incongruencies. It is also a tool for countering
unwarranted optimism and achieving greater analytical depth, by casting aside the
appearance of near-unanimous support for bioeconomic change and uncovering
the persisting, and arguably escalating, tensions that only move into view when
considering the overall structure of mentalities, their mutual differences and
distances within an overall societal constellation, as well as the ways in which they are
connected to resiliently fossilist practical modes of living.

21 The fact that some of the ‘most fossilist’ types appear in the center of the coordinate system suggests that a third dimension of analysis is required at this level, to allow a distinction between fossilist
and post-fossilist mentalities and modes of living. If we introduce this, the structure of the tensions
and conflicts around socio-ecological transformations will emerge even more clearly.
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5. Conclusions: The empty promises of the bioeconomy
In this paper, it has been our intention to demonstrate that the promises of the
bioeconomy – bringing economic prosperity to rural regions, raising employment,
fostering sustainability, enabling food sovereignty, all by virtue of economic growth
enabled by biotechnological innovation – have been thoroughly challenged on several
levels as research on the bioeconomy in different disciplines has advanced. Using the
three levels of analysis proposed by Hausknost et al. (2017) as a guideline, we have
reconstructed how the different strands of research have come to conclusions that
present a series of reality checks on those promises, progressively challenging their
credibility and enforcing a moderation of recent official bioeconomy strategies.
At the level of processes of representation, researchers have found a large diversity of
goals and aims pursued by governmental bioeconomy policies and demonstrated that
beyond the initial appearance of the bioeconomy as driven by promissory technooptimism alone, the visions associated with the concept and the degree of emphasis
on growth as compared to other goals vary widely. The picture that emerges from
these analyses is one of a contested field of debates ranging between two poles, with
the dominant imaginary of ‘sustainable capital’ being countered by an opposing
socio-ecological discourse centered around agro-ecology, sufficiency and postgrowth ideas. Other, more critical work on the epistemological foundations and
technoscientific bases of bioeconomic knowledge and value creation, however, has
presented a reality check to that topology of the bioeconomy’s discursive option space
itself, by analyzing the structural, rather than politically contingent, dominance of the
‘sustainable capital’ vision as being rooted in the logic and mode of functioning of a
financialized neo-liberal economy itself.
Work on the political-institutional processes around the bioeconomy has demonstrated
that bioeconomy policies result from tough strategic battles, rather than from open
and inclusive democratic deliberation. In these battles, it is ultimately the power
resources that economic and political actors can deploy to promote their interests
and strengthen their positions that decide over the outcome, and empirical analyses
of these processes shows that there is a strong tendency for the power of business
and governments to win out at the expense of socio-ecological concerns. Rather than
solid scientific evidence for the validity of the promises of technological innovation,
their proponents routinely win out due to their significantly greater endowment
in economic, political, social, scientific and other capitals. Exposing this presents a
reality check to the promises by allowing critical scrutiny of why they are actually
made, and challenging unrealistic propositions on the grounds of the interests
that their proponents have in making them, and leads to the conclusion that these
promises are often more part of the resistance to, rather than a driving force of, the
necessary transformations.
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Research that investigates the material processes of the bioeconomy, in the double
sense of its economic materiality as an ensemble of sectors and its biophysical
materiality in terms of resource and energy flows, has amounted to significant reality
checks in coming up with findings that enforce a more humble, sober view on the
bioeconomy’s asserted ‘potentials’. The work on its economic materialities has done
this by demonstrating the quantitative insignificance of the much-hyped biotech
sectors, as well as the largely inert and stagnant nature of the primary bio-based
economy as a whole, which exposes expectations of large-scale expansion within the
coming years or decades as illusory. And in the biophysical dimension, the recently
emerging comprehensive accounts reveal not only the unsustainable and globally
unjust structure of the patterns of biomass use prevalent in affluent European
countries, but also the very limited scope for potential future expansions of biomass
production and use. Seeing that the bioeconomy will be hard pressed in coming
decades to make up just for the most imminent of the losses of resource supply that
result from the necessity to phase out the huge volume of fossil materials currently
used, assuming it to present a vehicle of overall economic growth appears thoroughly
misguided. Concepts of cascading use and partial circularity may help in substituting
for hitherto fossil-based uses in some fields, but will not be able to fully make up for
the losses. Resolving the disputes that arise and setting priorities for what societies
consider essential, desirable or expendable will be a crucial political issue and must be
made the subject of broad and inclusive democratic deliberation, rather than left to
the market.
This last reality check highlights the need for a further broadening of the purview
of research on the bioeconomy to include a fourth analytical level – that of the
mentalities and social practices prevalent in society as a whole and the processes
of contestation around the if, why and how of the coming socio-ecological
transformations toward a post-fossil society, of which the question of the bioeconomy
is but a part. The overall picture that emerges from the provisional analysis, based on
German survey data from 2018, that we have presented on this level is quite clear: At
the heart of the statistical relations on and between the layers of expressed attitudes,
self-reported practices and sociodemographic characteristics, there is an overarching
tension between a complex of ecosocial, pro-transformative attitudes, low-impact
practices and active proecological envolvement associated with typically female and
precarious social positions on the one and a nexus of growth- and techno-optimism,
socio-ecological indifference, masculinity, full-time employment, affluence and
persistently fossilist modes of living on the other hand. Given that the expressed ideas
and the values endorsed by a large majority very clearly tend towards the former pole,
while the distribution of wealth, economic power and influence over policy-making
continues to privilege the visions associated with the latter in policy fields such as that
of bioeconomy policy, ensuring democratic legitimacy for bio-based transformations
first and foremost requires much broader, more open and inclusive debates and
forms of bottom-up decision-making on what such transformations can and should
be. Bioeconomic democracy would require the voices of the majority of people
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who, quite in line with the reality checks from the other strands of research, support
solutions based on sufficient adaptation of modes of living and a de-prioritisation
of economic growth to be given adequate space, counter to the hegemony of ‘green
innovation’ promises still maintained by powerful economic interests and elites.
The reality check to that hegemony should be: There is a broadly shared common
sense that a turnaround much more profound than ‘green growth’ is needed, and
this should be taken as a sign of a widespread sense of reality, rather than dismissed
as an expression of irrational fears or of ‘acceptance problems’ to be addressed by
pedagogical means. As expressions of embodied collective experience they need to be
understood and taken seriously as position-takings in the ongoing conflict around
the future trajectory of European societies. The greater problem than the oft-assumed
power of the narratives of growth and technological innovation seems to be the
structural perseverance of the factually existing, deeply entrenched, unsustainable
and globally unjust structures of a stagnant, outdated, business-dominated
model of bioeconomy that itself remains dependent on fossil fuels and large-scale
biomass imports. The broader post-fossil transformation that a multiply humbled,
‘reality-checked’ bioeconomy will be but a part of must be both socially just and
environmentally sustainable on a global level if it is to succeed, and the criteria for
justice and sustainability cannot be imposed by scientists and politicians (or even by
some seemingly unavoidable technological fate), but need to be the matter of open
and inclusive societal debate and political contestation.
This, of course, opens up a host of further questions for research: How do the
structural tensions that we can identify from survey data materialize in specific forms
of local contestation and struggle when and where ‘bioeconomy’ becomes a concrete
practice? What hinders the emergence, and more so: the generalization, of concrete
local bioeconomies that function in ways compatible with the biophysical option
space? What political decisions and infrastructural as well as institutional changes
will be necessary to enable such compatibility at larger spatial scales, and what has so
far prevented the emergence of political majorities for such structural change? Social
scientific research addressing these issues is only in its beginnings. Some projects
funded by the German ministry of education and research (BMBF) have recently
begun to make inroads into this field, including the case work on local processes
and conflicts of the bioeconomy in different locations across the world pioneered
by the BioInequalities group (Backhouse and Lehmann, 2019; Puder, 2019; Tittor
and Toledo López, 2020), the case studies currently in progress in our own project
(Pungas, 2019), and the work of the Food for Justice group of food sovereignty
movements in Latin America and Europe (Motta and Meinicke, 2020; Teixeira and
Motta, 2020). Important insights can also be expected from more regionally and
locally oriented research on concrete projects and initiatives that aims to apply the
‘stakeholder’ perspective to the local level. Finally, the existing survey research on
attitudes toward the bioeconomy can be said to have run up against the conflicts
and disagreements and the mutual relationships between patterns of subjective
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orientations, practical habits and socio-structural characteristics that our analysis
has addressed (ZIRIUS, 2020). However, for grasping the dynamics of contention
and social change at work here, the focus on single variables and the causal models
usually deployed in these studies have not proved ideal. As we hope to have shown,
examining the same type of data with the kind of relational approach we propose
promises to be more adequate to this task.
In conclusion, one might hope that the politicization and broadening of the societal
conflict around social-ecological transformation that we are currently witnessing
will reinforce the multiple reality checks we have discussed to lead to a more
fundamental change in policies. What could – and from our perspective: should –
gain in importance in this process is a strand of debates that bioeconomy policy has
not reflected so far (but is debated at least on the fringes of the scientific literature),
namely the broad, multidisciplinary grounded critique of the 1990s sustainability
discourse that has been mounted from the degrowth spectrum in the course of the
past decade (Asara et al., 2015; D’Alisa et al., 2015; Muraca, 2013; Schneider et al.,
2010). This revision of the core tenets of the 1990s sustainability discourse, and the
current ‘green growth’ visions it has fed into, is gradually entering the mainstream
debate on the bioeconomy not only through radically provocative work such as that
of Mario Giampietro (2019), but also through the rather prosaic findings of sober
accounts such as that by Bringezu et al. (2020). This way, the more bioeconomy
policy is compelled to acknowledge the biophysical limitations imposed by the finite
materialities that a sustainable bioeconomy is ultimately restricted to, the more the
heritage of its denied ancestor Georgescu-Roegen demands its due.
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